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Cornwall is home to the fastest growing tech sector within the South-West and yet, it is facing a tech

recruitment crisis that shows no signs of slowing. Whilst there is data available on the national skills

shortage and to some extent, at the South-West level, there has not been data available specifically

for the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP region. Developing the correct programmes and interventions

to ensure the local talent pool meets the needs of local employers is dependent on an understanding

of these labour market insights. It is from this lack of understanding of the local digital/tech

landscape that the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Digital Skills Partnership (CIoS DSP) commissioned this

report.

For the first time, this report shines a light on the vibrant, supportive digital/tech sector in Cornwall 

and the Isles of Scilly. The report is primarily for the CIoS DSP and partner organisations with its aim 

to guide strategy and programme development, but it is also useful for anyone wanting to 

understand more about the digital/tech sector locally and the importance of employers and skills 

providers coming together to co-create programmes to deliver the talent pool that the region needs.  

Introduction

Local DSPs were established in response to a recognition on a national level of a growing gap between

digital skills demand and supply at all levels; evidence of regional variations in digital skills needs; and a

recognition of the need for a partnership approach to tackle these issues. Local DSPs help build capacity

to improve digital skills capability from basic to advanced skills levels. They bring together and connect

partners from the public, private, and third sectors to upskill the current workforce, advance digital

inclusion, and raise awareness of the importance of digital skills regionally. There are currently 8 regional

Digital Skills Partnerships across the UK, of which one is the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Digital Skills

Partnership, that was established in May 2019.

About Digital Skills Partnerships

The CIoS DSP mission is to connect private, public and third sector organisations to create the digital skills

ecosystem that Cornwall’s future needs. Its scope and resulting programmes cover the full range of

digital skills development from basic digital skills that everyone needs to participate in a digital economy,

general digital skills that are required for all job roles across the economy and advanced and specialist

skills needed for specialist digital/tech roles. It is the latter category of digital skills that is the scope of

this research.

The CIOS works closely with its national partner (Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport), its local 

government partners (Cornwall Council and CIOS LEP) as well as skills policy partners (including the 

Employment and Skills Board), strategic partners (Software Cornwall and Unlocking Potential) and local 

education partners.

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly DSP

About Digital for All

Digital for All were commissioned by the CIoS DSP to undertake an evaluation of the digital/tech

landscape in CIoS and to assess the current and future skills gap for advanced and specialist digital skills.

This report summarises the findings of research.

About the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership

The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) was launched in May 2011. Private

sector-led, it is a partnership between the private and public sectors and is driving the economic

strategy for the area, determining local priorities and undertaking activities to drive growth and the

creation of local jobs. Employment and Skills strategy is led by the Employment and Skills Board

(ESB), a formally constituted sub-group of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP. It is responsible

for driving the Employment and Skills Strategy and to provide strategic leadership that synchronises

supply and demand for employment and skills, resulting in transformational change for current and

future generations. The CIOS Digital Skills Partnership is considered by the CIOS LEP as one of the

strategic employment skills programmes. The CIOS Skills Partnership is also part of the national

Digital Skills Partnerships network.
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Research Objectives

The aim of the evaluation was to investigate the digital landscape in CIoS to inform decisions

around CIoS DSP strategy and design of future programmes to build the digital/tech talent

pool that Cornwall needs. The evaluation addresses the following questions:
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What is the size and 
scale of the digital 
sector in CIoS?

What is the existing 
digital skills provision 
within CIoS?

What are the current 
digital skills needs in 
CIoS?

What are the future 
digital skills needs in 
CIoS?

2

What is meant by 
'digital sector' in CIoS

What is meant by 
'digital skills' in CIoS?

1

Scope

Scope of this study

• Basic 3. Advanced & 
Specialist2. General

Digital skills everyone needs to participate in
the digital world Digital skills needed for specialist digital roles.Digital skills required for all job roles across

the economy.

‘Digital Skills’ as a term can mean different things to different people dependent on the context. Here we use the following

3 categories of ‘digital skills’ , to pinpoint the focus for this study:

As soon as we look at the skills needed for advanced and specialist digital roles, it is important to leave behind the 

terminology ‘digital skills’ as this provides little value at this level.  The term ‘digital skills’ at the advanced and specialist 

level is too broad a term to describe the range of professional skills required for the specialist digital, data and 

technology job families.  It is more helpful to look at the skills needed by job family and the occupations or roles that 

exist within these families.  

The word ‘skills’ is also problematic as used by different people, depending on the context to cover a range of things 

including professional skills, behaviours, knowledge and qualifications.  In this study, we refer to the SFIA (Skills for the 

Information Age) definitions of these terms, but recognise that when discussing skills in demand, people will use these 

terms interchangeably.
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Executive Summary and recommendations at a glance

The study has confirmed, what has been known by many CIoS stakeholders within the digital skills ecosystem for

some time; that there is a shortage of software engineers, developers and programmers and that the gap is

widening. Given the fact that this isn't 'new' news, it is reassuring to find that there are many interventions

already in place and yet the limited data that is available highlights that the imbalance in these skills demanded

versus skills in the talent pipeline persists. For that reason, this report recommends some general principles to

use moving forward as well as recommendations specific to the problems being experienced in CIoS. Full details

are provided in the closing section of this report and a summary is offered here.

General principles moving forward

Be specific, focused and action based. The term 'digital skills' is too broad at this level. It is time to focus on the

specific problems. Employers want to get more involved in strategic solutions for CIoS, but they want to come

together to target specific problems and be more action-based.

Be bolder to solve the problem, rather than chipping away at the edges. There is a need to think bigger and

bolder to ensure there are hundreds of people in the local talent pipeline rather than tens.

Use data to drive decision making. Good data is needed, not only to identify the interventions that have an

impact and to drive decisions but also so that people working in early stages of the talent pipeline can see the

results of their efforts.

Be visible and joined up. Promote and encourage feedback on the CIoS digital skills strategy as employers want to

be included in the strategic level conversations. It is also recommended to apply a portfolio and programme

management approach for the interventions to deliver on the strategy. Visibility of programmes across the digital

skills eco-system would help this to prevent duplication and publicise projects to encourage more participation.

Specific recommendations

CIoS needs more software developers. With regards to the long-term solution, there needs to be more outreach

in all schools and a focus on apprenticeships to ensure these are fit for purpose. Co-development of blended

learning programmes in colleges needs to be expanded and more needs to be done to promote digital/tech

careers to young people. To address the immediate skills gap, the use of bootcamps should be expanded.

Digital/tech roles are varied and not just about software. Encourage greater collaboration amongst the larger

employers of digital/tech workforce in Cornwall as they can work together to resolve the skills gap challenges that

they share.

A diverse and inclusive digital/tech workforce in CIoS. Run a campaign to raise awareness of the Tech Talent

Charter and to encourage CIoS organisations to sign up to the Charter.

Make data readily available to all that need it. Data such as uptake in education settings, code clubs, STEM

ambassadors, labour market insights to include a few should also be put in one place for stakeholders in the

digital skills eco-system to access. This could help prevent duplication of several organisations asking for the same

data and contacting employers via surveys and focus groups.

A focus on data. It is recommended that there is short introduction course developed to help employers and

potential workers understand basic data literacy, the potential benefits from data insights for an organisation, and

to understand the opportunity and data skills needed in CIoS.

Workforce Planning. Offer support for workplace planning linked to organisation strategy and how scanning for

emerging tech can inform strategy. Employers considering their workforce and skills regularly will also be more

likely to engage in the digital skills eco-system including offering placements to grow local talent.

Confident teachers embedding tech across the curriculum. Ensure support and resources for teachers is fit for

purpose and promote its uptake.

Lean on the wider system. The DSP network and the South West Institute for Technology are two large networks

that share the same goals as the CIoS DSP and could provide critical mass to deliver on the identified programmes
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Method
Literature review

Core Business data set

Job Postings

CIOS Tech/Digital workforce Employers

Mainstream education data set

Analysis of existing literature: documents offering definitions of key terms such as digital 

sector and digital skills, CIoS labour market documents, findings from relevant roundtable 

events and existing reports that covered part of the scope of this study. It was also 

discovered that there were several other research projects in flight with overlapping 

objectives with this study.

Analysis of job postings data for the CIoS LEP area.  This consisted of data from 

Burning Glass, Software Cornwall and Linkedin.

Analysis of education-based data sets; digital/tech subjects at GCSE, further education and 

higher-level education levels. This consisted of data from Department for Education, Cornwall 

Council and JISC (covering HE data and graduate outcomes.) Also, general data on course 

availability from local colleges and universities from their websites.

The evaluation was informed by evidence gathered by:

Analysis of data sets providing details of organisations classified as within the definition of 

‘digital sector’ in CIoS. This consisted of data from Companies House, Beauhurst and 

Cornwall Council.  Nomis data was used to define employee count by digital/tech subsector. 

Data was a snapshot taken in March 2022.

Qualitative research with local employers that have a digital/tech workforce. 

This consisted of both a survey for employers to complete and interviews, 

where employers requested this. Feedback from 15 employers was evaluated.

CIOS Digital Skills ecosystem stakeholders
Qualitative research with local stakeholders in the digital/tech skills eco-system, 

mainly covering digital skills provision. Feedback from 8 stakeholders was 

evaluated, as well as a focus group session with 2 DSPs (40 attendees.)

Skills provision data set
Analysis of extra-curriculum data sets; this was around public and closed group 

code/STEM clubs.This consisted of data from Code Club, Coder Dojo, Cornwall 

Council, Software Cornwall and CIoS Digital Skills Partnership.

Informal Networking data set
Analysis of data on tech meet up groups in the local area.
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Layout & contents
The remainder of this document is organised as follows:

02

03

04

05

07

Digital Sector:

Digital Occupations:

Digital Skills and the eco-system:

Labour Market Insights (job postings):

Future demand for skills:

offers up a definition for the digital sector in CIoS, provides key statistics on its size and 

scale.

considers the way that the term digital skills can mean different things to different 

people dependent on the context and how it is not a useful term when describing 

skills gaps at the advanced and specialist level.  It also describes the composition of 

the supportive, thriving digital/tech eco-system within CIoS.

considers the potential for future growth in the tech sector and tech workforce in CIoS, fast 

growing sectors, emerging technology and digital transformation. It further considers what 

this means for the local talent pool for the digital future that Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly

needs.

takes a closer look at the definition of digital occupations and why Standard 

Occupation Codes (SOC) is not an effective approach to assessing the digital/tech 

labour market in CIoS. It describes an alternative method which is used as the basis for 

the analysis of job postings data for the CIoS LEP as part of this research.

summarises the digital/tech occupations that are in demand within CIoS

(based on job posting analysis), the associated skills linked to those 

occupations that are in demand, the organisations that are recruiting and 

the salaries that are being offered.

06
Employer Insights:
provides an understanding of local employer’s experience with workforce planning, skills 

gaps, recruitment challenges, staff retention and salary inflation.  

08
Growing the local talent pool:
shifts in focus from skills demand to skills supply and summarises the routes into the 

most in demand digital/tech jobs in CIoS and how local programmes and interventions 

are aiming to inspire the next generation into this sector.  It discusses not only the 

successes, but also limitations and blockers that are hampering further progress. 

09
The Network:
considers that skills growth is not only achieved in classrooms, in vocational training and 

on the job, but also through the informal networks and communities of practice that 

exist in this supportive, vibrant digital skills eco-system. 

10
Findings and recommendations:
summarises the findings of the study and presents some recommendations to take 

forward.
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Digital/Tech Sector in CIoS02

The size and scale of the digital/tech sector in CIoS

Using the definition of digital/sector outlined above, it was found that there are 1,460

digital/tech organisations within CIoS. The following table, shows the breakdown by

sector and organisation size:

The sectors described within the table are shown below:

Digital & 

Creative

Digital & Telecoms

Digital 

Secctor

By taking a closer look at these organisations, it can be seen that almost 50% of

organisations are within the computing, programming and consultancy sub sector and

that the vast majority of these are classed as micro organisations that have fewer than 10

people.

In fact, the vast majority of organisations within the digital/tech sector are classed as

micro organisations:

Of those micro organisations, the majority have been established for 5 years or more,

which suggests that these organisations are satisfied with staying small or are struggling

to achieve growth.

For this study, we use the DCMS (Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport)

definition of Digital Sector which is based upon the sector industry classification (SIC) 2007

codes.

The figure below, visually shows the overlap between DCMS Sectors in terms of SIC

codes. In our research, we use the definition of 'digital sector' to include the blue

shaded areas of 'Digital Sector' and 'Telecoms' within it, plus the yellow/blue shaded

area, described as (1) on the diagram. A full list of the SIC codes used is provided in the

detailed Method section at the end of the report.

Even though the DCMS refer to this as the ’Digital’ sector, it is referred to in this study

as the Digital/Tech sector to reflect commonly used language amongst CIoS

stakeholders.

Digital /Tech sector means organisations operating in 4-digit

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes as determined

by DCMS.
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Digital/Tech Sector in CIoS02

There is data missing on the size of start up organisations, as shown below. It is a

reasonable assumption that start ups will still be relatively small (micro) and therefore

the depiction above is not showing that a potential 22% of all micro organisations are

start ups.

When looking across all digital/tech organisations, around 50% of organisations have

been established for more than 5 years, but as mentioned, there is also a significant

start up scene within the region:

46% of these start-ups are in the computer programming, consultancy and related

activities sub-sector:

When it comes to location, the digital/tech scene is almost entirely within Cornwall,

with just 3 organisations found in the Isles of Scilly that meet the definition criteria.

This is reflected through the remainder of the report as there was very few job

postings and skills provision found within the Isles of Scilly.

It was found that 4,830 people are employed by digital/tech organisations within

CIoS, with 48% employed within the computer programming & consultancy sub-

sector. The Film, TV, video, radio and photography sub-sector ranked the third highest

for employment in the digital/tech sector, strengthening the decision to include

CreaTech within the definition.

8
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Digital/Tech Sector in CIOS02

The full breakdown is shown below:

Tech sector means organisations operating in 2-digit Standard 

Industrial Classification (SIC) code 62. (Source: Tech South 

West)

Tech South West. (2022). South West Tech Analysis Report

2022.

Tech Sector Growth

Whilst this study on advanced digital skills has not focused on sector growth, a recent

study by Tech South West has provided insights on the growth potential of a sub-set

of the CIoS Digital/Tech sector. Their research has focused specially on the 'Tech

sector'.

The report by Tech South West has reported that:

• Cornwall has the fastest growing Tech sector in the South West with a forecasted

17.9% CAGR by 2026

• There is significant recent and anticipated activity around SpaceTech. Cornwall is

already the second most populated UK region for Aerospace businesses. Spaceport

Cornwall, a consortium facilitating satellite assembly is aiming to create 390 jobs by

2025

• AgriTech and MarineTech are also prominent sectors within the region

9
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Digital Occupations
The definition of the Digital/Tech sector is useful to an extent, but it only measures those

employed in the digital/tech occupations and support roles in that sector. In a study about

what employers need in terms of digital/tech skills and jobs, it is important to recognise that

there are people working in digital/tech jobs in other sectors. The DCMS use the term

‘digital economy’ to define all those employed in the digital sector (in any job) as well as

those in digital occupations outside of the digital sector. Another term synonymous with

this, is ‘digital tech economy’.

So, what are the digital occupations that are included in the wider digital/tech economy?

Where do you look to for a comprehensive list of all the potential jobs in the digital/tech

workforce?

The DCMS uses Standard Occupation Classification (SOC) codes 2010 as a basis for their

definition. The SOC codes used in the DCMS sector economic estimates are detailed below:

This list of SOC codes is problematic as they are ICT focused and exclude many roles found

across the wider CreaTech sector.

The DCMS has also offered up SOC codes for the Creative Occupations which cover the

missing SOC codes from the Digital/Creative intersection. These are shown below, as the

ones highlighted are within the scope of this study as determined by the definition of

digital/tech sector:

03

Using SOC codes may be useful for estimating from ONS data the size of the wider

digital/tech economy within CIoS. However, the use of SOC codes is problematic for this

study as they are a coarse representation of a diverse and varied set of advanced and

specialist jobs and career paths.

Therefore, for this study, we use industry leading guidance on digital/tech jobs as a

reference point.

For the ICT related roles described by the DCMS as 'digital occupations', we refer to the

job families and roles within the DDaT (digital, data and technology) capability framework,

as well as the SFIA (skills for the information age) framework.

The added advantage is that these frameworks also summarise the skills at various levels

from entry to expert that are required for each digital/tech role. Whilst the DDaT model

falls under the Government Digital Service and promotes the capability model as applying

to digital, data and technology roles in government (to run, grow and transform

government digital services), there has been a mapping exercise between the two

frameworks to signal the alignment. Therefore, both models lend themselves to private as

well as public sector. BCS (The Chartered Institute for IT) also references the SFIA

framework as the authority on IT careers and skills. When asking employers about the

types of IT roles that they employ in their organisation, the DDAT capability model was

used as a reference guide due to it being organised around job families and roles and

providing details of skills needed to work at each level.

For CreaTech related roles described by the DCMS as 'creative occupations', the

recommended source of job families and roles is ScreenSkills. However, as will be

described later, whilst the CreaTech sub sector was included for understanding its size and

scale as part of a wider digital/tech sector, the focus for the research shifted to just the

ICT/digital occupations within CIoS. This is due to a separate deep dive study that is being

commissioned by Screen Cornwall, which is due to commence in May 2022 and which

covers the specialist roles and skills for CreaTech.

Digital/Tech jobs or digital/tech workforce. All jobs that are

aligned to the 4-digit Standard Occupation Classification 2010

(SOC) codes for Digital and CreaTech as determined by DCMS.
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The term ‘digital skills’ at the advanced and specialist level is too broad a term to describe the range of professional skills

required for the specialist digital, data and technology job families. It is more helpful to look at the role specific skills

needed by job family and the occupations or roles that exist within these families.

The word ‘skills’ is also problematic as it is used by different people, depending on the context to cover a range of things

including professional skills, behaviours, knowledge and qualifications. In this study, we refer to the SFIA definitions of these

terms (as shown in the diagram below) but recognise that when discussing 'skills' that are in demand, people will use these

terms interchangeably.

Different aspects contributing to capability:

Digital Skills. These skills can be described as

basic (skills everyone needs to participate in a

digital world), general (skills needed for all job

roles across the economy) and advanced and

specialist (skills needed for specialist digital/tech

jobs.) (Source: Skills Funding Agency) The latter

are within the scope of this study. Skills at this

level are the professional skills relevant to an

individual's role and is the application of

knowledge in the workplace. (Source: SFIA)

Digital skills & the eco-system04

The DDaT framework is available via gov.uk and allows for a drill-down from job family to role and then to a specific role level.

DDaT list 40 digital, data and technology roles with the roles at different levels within each of these 40. Within this information set,

it is possible to identify the professional skills required and the skill level.

The SFIA framework details, the professional skills and competencies for the digital world summarised below and also details the

skills relevant to common IT roles.

As previously mentioned, there are two industry leading capability frameworks for ICT roles that are available to identify the

professional skills required for a specific role.
SFIA, DDaT

11
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Whereas the SFIA and DDaT framework highlights the role specific professional skills, they do not provide detail on the core employability skills required for these roles.  This may have been referred to historically as 'soft skills', though it is recognised that this language is now out 

of date.   

The Skills Builder partnership offer up a framework for use by employers, educators, organisations and parents/carers to highlight 8 core employability skills:

Digital skills & the eco-system04

SFIA, DDaT, Skills Builder Partnership, National Careers Service and 

gov.uk for apprenticeship occupation standards

The 8 core skills are all based on national research conducted over a decade long period. The toolkit challenges the fact that skills are inherent, based on natural abilities or acquired by osmosis but need to deliberately be taught. 

The National Careers Service offers support for people wanting to move into digital/tech careers and provides information on job family roles in line with SFIA and DDaT.  It also offers advice on 'What it takes' to get into each role that looks beyond university, college and 

vocational routes.  However, it references a mix of skills, knowledge and behaviours.  Apprenticeship occupation standards for digital/tech job families (where they exist) do distinguish between knowledge, skills and behaviours.  

It seems however, that there is no free 'one stop shop' when it comes to understanding the employability skills needed for the various digital/tech roles and how gaining these core employability skills will allow people to move between digital/tech jobs, as well as enabling career 

switchers to move into digital/tech jobs.  The Chartered Institute for IT, however, do offer a SFIAplus digital resource for paid members which claims to identify an individual’s latent and transferable skills and the potential roles they would succeed in.

Core employability skills. Defined here as the 8 core employability 

skills as part of the skills builder universal framework.  (Source:  The 

Skills Builder Partnership)
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The picture built so far is that there are many organisations within the digital/tech sector

and many more organisations across other sectors that employ a digital/tech workforce.

However, use of SIC codes and SOC codes, doesn’t bring to life the vibrant, supportive

partnerships and network that so many stakeholders recognise exists within CIoS. It is

therefore helpful to consider that CIoS has a digital skills eco-system that works together

collaboratively to deliver the advanced and specialist digital skills talent pool that the region

needs.

Employers engaged within this research (that employ a digital/tech workforce), identified as

being part of the digital/tech sector within CIoS regardless of their organisation type. Many

have also spoken of their role within the digital skills eco-system and about their

involvement with supporting the development of the talent pool. There is also evidence of

business and education collaboration, It is not just the organisations supporting these

efforts, but also the digital/tech workforce that are active in volunteering and networking

across the eco-system.

There are also organisations established to support the eco-system which consists of the

local educators, skills providers, careers information, advice and guidance groups as well as

those looking to inspire the next generation of digital/tech workers. There is a shared goal

amongst these groups that they are there to help the residents of CIoS, regardless of their

age or skill level, to develop into the digital/tech talent pool of the future to meet Cornwall’s

digital/tech aspirations.

The significant contributors in this space include the CIoS Digital Skills Partnership itself as

well as those highlighted here. These organisations are central to the discussion on

advanced and specialist digital skills and these organisations have contributed to the

research.

Digital Skills & the eco-system04

13
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Labour market intelligence (job postings)05

In order to find the current advanced and specialist digital skill needs within CIoS, two

approaches were taken. The first was to analyse recent job posting data, to identify which

digital/tech roles were most in demand and then to look at the skills that employers were

seeking for these types of roles. This section outlines these findings. The second approach,

which is covered in a subsequent section, was to ask local employers and stakeholders within

the CIoS digital skills eco-system for their views.

As seen earlier, there are many digital/tech workforce job families and roles within these.

DDaT list 40 digital, data and technology roles and then go onto to list the roles at different

levels within each of these 40. As it wouldn't be possible to look at all in detail, the focus for

this study was on determining the top digital/tech jobs in demand in CIoS and then to look in

more detail at these. The top titles investigated were:

1. Software Developer/Engineer

2. Computer Support Specialist

3. Web Developer

4. Network Engineer

5. IT Project Manager

6. Data Analyst

7. Programmer

8. Software Tester

9. Information Security Specialist

Screen specific occupations were not included in the job postings analysis, other than where a

Screen organisation was recruiting for one of the roles above. This was in part because roles

within this sector tend to be freelance in nature and the matching up of people to

opportunities is very much based on word of mouth and the power of networks.

Screen Cornwall hold a 'crew' database and assist in the matching of skills to need. Also, a

separate deep dive study on Screen Cluster growth, that will cover jobs and skills, is due to

commence in May 2022.

The remainder of this section, summarises findings from the job posting analysis. More information on

the method and the caution when using this data can be found in the detailed method section at the

end of this report.

For each of the top ranked digital/tech occupations above, the following questions are addressed for

each of these roles:

• the level of demand in CIoS for this digital/tech role

• salaries offered locally and a comparison to the mean national salary (latter is based on SOC code)

• top job titles used in job postings

• the skills that employers are looking for

• which employers have this role in their organisation (posted a job)

In a subsequent section of this report, the same in demand occupations are used to summarise the

routes that can be taken into these jobs and the availability of skills provision for these roles within

CIoS.

It is hoped that the labour market information and the routes into these high demand digital/tech jobs

in CIoS can form the strawman for future work on developing careers information advice and

guidance. If this is the case, it is highly recommended that subject matter experts are consulted for

each of the job roles to ensure accuracy.
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Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills
Baseline skills

Applications Engineer

C# Developer

Full Stack Developer

Software Developer

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category
Software developers design, build and test computer 

programs for business, education and leisure services.

Mean CIOS Salary

£39,244
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Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

CIOS TTWA

Affinity Digital Tech Ltd

Allen Heath Limited

Anti-Matter Games Limited

Avanti Corporation Limited

Bluefruit Software Limited

Coastline Housing Limited

Cornwall Council

Falmouth University

FibreCRM

Headforwards

Hertzian

Idenna

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Mean National Salary

£46,091 (2136)

Acorn Corporation (Cornwall)

Drax Group (Cornwall)

National Express Group (Cornwall)

Pico Technology Ltd (Liskeard)

Recognised as being a skill in shortage nationally

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit 

due to low number of applicants with the required skills

.Net Developer

Software Engineer

Back End Software Developer

DevOps Engineer

King's Service Centre

Lumiradx Uk Ltd

National Health Service

Plymouth University

Seasalt

St Austell Brewery

Thought Quarter

Truro And Penwith College

University Of Exeter

Watson Marlow Fluid 

Technology Group

• There is a significant number of postings with no identifiable employer (only an 

agency posting), so the list of named employers is expected to be significantly 

higher.
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Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

IT Support Technician/Engineer

IT Technician

Technical Support Engineer

Technical Support Specialist

1st Line Technical Support

2nd Line Technical Support

Service Desk Analyst

Technical Support Officer

In a Burning Glass  'medium risk of automation' category

AKA IT user support technician, IT helpdesk technician, service 

desk technician, IT service engineer.  IT technical support staff 

diagnose and solve software and hardware problems for 

computer users.

• As can be seen from the list of employers recruiting for this role, 

there is a demand for this role across many different sectors and 

organisations with even just a small IT function

• Despite the skill requirements, employers are likely to take on 

entry level recruits into this role with a view to cross train talented 

staff into other digital/tech roles in time 

Mean CIOS Salary

£24,600

D
e

m
an

d
fo

r
Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit due to 

low number of applicants with the required skills

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills
Baseline skills

CIOS TTWA

Aspire Academy Trust

Callywith College

Classic Cottages

Cornwall Care Limited 

Cornwall Council 

Corserv

Falmouth University

Francis Clark

Fugro GeoServices

Humphrey Davy School

Imerys

IT-OK Limited

Kings Service Centre

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Mean National Salary

£32,244 (3132)

National Health Service

Ocean Housing Group

ParentPay

Plymouth Learning Partnership

Seasalt

South East Cornwall Multi 

Academy Trust

Saitech UK

Senso Systems

Stephens Scown LLP

Swathe Services

Tanist

Teagle Machinery

Technopoly Software

The Roseland Academy

Truro & Penwith College

Vision Independent Financial 

Planning

Watson Marlow Fluid 

Technology Grou

W.C Rowe (Rowes Bakery)

British Army (multiple)

British Marine Ltd (Falmouth)

British Telecom (Truro)

Cambridge City Council (St Ives)

ES Food Delivery UK (Penzance)

General All Purpose Plastics 

(Launceston)

Live West (Camborne)

Lilium Direct Ltd (Bude)

Mitie (Truro)

Raytheon UK (Torpoint)

Suez UK (Falmouth)

Trustford (Penzance)
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Information Classification: CONTROLLED

Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Web Developer

PHP Developer

Front End Developer

UX/UI Designer & Front End Developer

Full Stack Developer

Go/Golang Developer

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category

AKA. Front end developer, back end developer, full stack 

developer.  Web developers use programming languages to 

create and maintain websites and web services.

• Burning Glass algorithms coded some Web Developer occupations to Software 

Developer/Engineer and vice versa, though no postings were double counted.  

It has however skewed the results slightly.

Mean CIOS Salary

£34,600

D
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r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

Baseline skills

CIOS TTWA

Computech Software

Cornwall Council

Crowdfunder UK

FibreCRM

Food Surveys Ltd

Headforwards

Gasworld

Kings Service Centre

Nixon Design

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Recognised as being a skill in shortage nationally

The majority of employers are seeking a L6 or above qualification.

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit due to 

low number of applicants with the required skillsMean National Salary

£29,804 (2137)

Smart Working Revolution

St Austell Brewery

Tanist

The Dash Group

Venn Creative

Bumble (Cornwall)

Equifax (Cornwall)

Fresh Group (Cornwall)

Future plc (Newquay)

PSG Global (Cornwall)
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Information Classification: CONTROLLED

Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills
Baseline skills

Juniper Network Engineer

Network Technician

Network Engineer

Infrastructure Engineer

IT Network Engineer

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category
AKA Network Administrator.  Network engineers design, 

implement and maintain the way data is transferred across 

digital and telecommunications networks.

Mean CIOS Salary

£50,800

D
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r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

CIOS TTWA

Coastline Housing Limited

Cornwall Council

King's Service Centre

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Mean National Salary

£53,463 (2135)

Huntington Ingalls Industries (Newquay)

Livewest Homes Ltd (Camborne)

Magdalene Limited (St Ives)

NSC Global Limited (Launceston)

South West Water Limited (Truro)

Recognised as being a skill in shortage natiionally

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit due to 

low number of applicants with the required skills

• It was Network System Support Specialist that was in the original long list of 

top jobs in demand by Burning Glass postings.  However, when analysing the 

data, it was found that the algorithm was incorrectly posting.  Instead, a 

search was run using job titles in the Network job family, with better results.
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Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Scrum Master

Agile Coach

Digital Project Manager

Technical Delivery Lead 

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category

AKA IT project lead, IT programme manager, IT consultant.  IT 

project managers oversee the development and installation of 

computer hardware and software

• The Burning Glass algorithm has coded some roles such as Agile Coach to this 

occupation type but are a completely different type of role.  It is a coaching 

rather than delivery role.  However, some organisations use Agile Coach to 

describe delivery managers within an agile environment

• Scrum Master is a role that is product based, rather than project based, but 

again some organisations use these terms interchangeably

Mean CIOS Salary

£45,500

D
e
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r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

Baseline skills

CIOS TTWA

Cornwall Council

Dewsign Ltd

Falmouth University

National Health Service

St Austell Brewery

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Mean National Salary

£48,440 (2134)

Recognised as being a skill in shortage natiionally

Bott Limited (Cornwall)

Equifax (Cornwall)

The Fresh Group (Cornwall)

University Of The Arts London 

(IoS)

The majority of employers are seeking a L6 or above qualification.
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Information Classification: CONTROLLED

Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Information Analyst

Data Analyst

BI Analyst/Consultant

Performance Data Analyst

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category

AKA Statistics officer.  Data analyst-statisticians collect numbers 

and statistics to identify trends, create models and present 

results.

• The Burning Glass algorithm was found to code roles to this occupation where 

there was any element of data work.  It was therefore very time-consuming to 

clear up the data.  Next time, it would be better to use a key word search on 

job titles.

• The algorithm coded the occupation to several SOC codes.  The majority were 

coded to 2423 and 2135, hence two different mean national salaries are 

provided.

Mean CIOS Salary

£37,500
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r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

Baseline skills

CIOS TTWA

Cornwall Council

Kernow Health CIC

National Health Service

St Austell Brewery

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Recognised as being a skill in shortage nationally

Babcock (Torpoint)

Equifax (Cornwall)

The majority of employers are seeking a L6 or above qualification.

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit due to 

low number of applicants with the required skills
Mean national Salary

£45,123 (2423)

£53,463 (2135)
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Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills
Baseline skills

Games Programmer

Python Programmer

SQL Programmer

AI Programmer

Dynamics CRM Developer

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category
Whereas software developers design, build and test computer 

programs for business, education and leisure services, 

programmers have a narrower focus and concentrate on more 

on build and test.

Mean CIOS Salary

£43,900
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r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

CIOS TTWA

Anti-Matter Games Limited

Headforwards Solutions Ltd

National Health Service

N Coders Limited

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Mean National Salary

£46,091 (2136)

Acorn Corporation (Cornwall)

Drax Group (Cornwall)

National Express Group (Cornwall)

Pico Technology Ltd (Liskeard)

Recognised as being a skill in shortage natiionally

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit due to 

low number of applicants with the required skills

• The lower number of postings of programmers vs software developers is 

down to Burning Glass algorithms and the way that is assigns postings to 

occupations.
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Information Classification: CONTROLLED

Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Specialised skills Computing & 

programming skills

The majority of employers are seeking a L6 or above qualification.

Software Test Engineer

Quality Assurance Engineer

Test Analyst

Test Manager

Software Tester

In a Burning Glass  'low' risk of automation' category
Software testers analyse software and systems to 

overcome risks and prevent issues. They conduct 

manual and automated tests to ensure that software 

works as intended and is fit for purpose so that bugs or 

issues are resolved before the software is deployed. 

• The Burning Glass algorithm was problematic and once data was cleansed, the 

demand for software testers in CIoS was lower than expected.

Mean CIOS Salary

£42,100
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r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

Baseline skills

CIOS TTWA

Cornwall Council

Headforwards

Lumira DX

Watson Marlow Fluid 

Technology Group

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 

Mean National Salary

£39,754 (2139)

National Express (Cornwall)
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Mean CIOS Salary

£24,900

Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)

Cyber Security Engineer

Lead Cyber Security Engineer

Cyber Engineer

Information Security & Compliance

IT Security Analyst

Cyber Security Specialist

Security Engineer

Head of IT Security

In a Burning Glass  'low risk of automation' category

IT security coordinators protect their clients' data from 

unauthorised access, theft and misuse.

• Data for 2021 and 2020 is heavily skewed by a 

recruitment drive by the British Army for entry level 

recruits. This has an impact of skills demand data and 

average salaries for CIoS.

• Burning Glass algorithms coded this type of job to 

different SOC codes (2139 & 2135), hence two 

national salary averages are shown.

Mean CIOS Salary

£24,900

Mean national Salary

£39,754 (2139)

£53,463 (2135)D
e

m
an

d
 f

o
r:

Top 10 digital/tech role in demand within CIOS by job postings

CIoS Employers describe this role as challenging to recruit due to 

low number of applicants with the required skills

Recognised as being a skill in shortage natiionally

Specialised skills
Computing & 

programming skills
Baseline skills

CIOS TTWA

Cornwall Council

Kings Service Centre

National Health Service

Seasalt

Plymouth NHS Trust

Watson Marlow Fluid 

Technologies Group

National Employers

(CIOS Area)

American Express (Truro)

British Army (Hayle)

Equifax Ltd (Cornwall)

*From 2021 Burning Glass job posting data only. *From public job posting data only. 

*From Burning Glass job posting data only. 
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Information Classification: CONTROLLED

One organisation felt they had an organisation strength in terms of workforce planning for

the their digital/tech workforce, whereas others felt that they could be stronger. 40% of

employers felt that they had an organisation strength in scanning for emerging tech and

using these insights to inform its business strategy. 60% felt they could be stronger or

didn't see the need to do this. There could therefore be potential to support local

organisations with workforce planning and emerging tech scanning.

Employers were asked which technologies they were using and would likely use in the

future. The response volumes are not significant enough to draw conclusions, but several

listed the following as not in use currently, but likely to affect their organisations within the

next 5 years: Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. These could

therefore be used as a starting point for more focused employer insight on potential

programme or course development.

Cross skilling/up skilling existing workforce

Employers feel increasingly reliant on cross skilling and upskilling their existing workforce.

This is due to a combination of wanting to have tailor-built skills as well as not being able to

find the appropriate skills provision to meet their needs. A few quotes are provided to

bring this to life:

On the whole, employers answered this question around 'digital skills', by describing the role

that was missing. These roles missing also reflects the job posting analysis that placed these

roles in the top 10 digital/tech roles being recruited over the past three years.

When asked about whether the skills gap was more around the hard skills linked to

professional skills and knowledge (such as web development, cyber security), or whether it

was more employability/soft skills linked to behaviours and attitude (like curiosity and

customer focus), all but one employer reported it was more hard skills that were in shortage.

Future Skills Gap

When asked about the future skills gap that is anticipated over the next 2-5 years, most

employers believed that the skills gap would be more of the same. Employers spoke of the

skills gap being a 'capacity gap' due to growth in demand and that the pace of this growth

was expected to continue. One employer felt that languages may change, but software

developers would still be in high demand. One employer, from the AI sub-sector, felt that

technology was moving so quickly that it would be impossible to predict 2-5 years time.

Employers were asked whether they scanned for emerging technologies to inform their

strategy and which significant technologies they thought would disrupt their businesses

within the next 5 years. This was to understand if there were any skills needs around

workforce planning and emerging tech scanning.

Employer Insights
This section sets out the findings from survey and interview responses with local employers

and groups representing employer's views, undertaken during February and March 2022.

There were 10 responses to the employer survey and 5 in-depth interviews. The employers

that responded were from a combination of micro businesses to large organisations and as

a combined total, employ approximately 750 of the CIoS digital/tech workforce (closer to

850 when considering CIOS based organisations employing remote workers outside of

CIoS.) They cover a range of sectors including, Digital/Tech, public sector, health,

education, and retail.

The small number of responses to the online survey mean that its findings must be treated

with caution, and it has not been possible to find sector or sub-sector or even regional

trends. The low engagement levels is a finding of the research. Despite this, the results of

the survey and interviews do correlate to the job postings findings and what organisations

in the wider digital skills eco-system are reporting, as well as representing 750 of the local

digital/tech workforce. The employer responses therefore are still considered insightful

and build some depth of understanding from the employer's perspective.

Digital Skills Gap

All the employers that engaged in the research reported that when considering their

existing digital/tech workforce and their knowledge of their organisation's strategy, there

was a current 'digital skills' gap. The term 'digital skills' was left open to interpretation so

that we could understand what this term meant to employers and enable them to respond

how they saw fit. As can be seen from the word cloud visualisation, there were some clear

similarities between organisations.

Employers, regardless of size or sector, were reporting the main skill gap as being software

engineering, developers and programming. This was across the front end, back end and

full stack. Interestingly, several organisations (who also reported to be undergoing digital

transformation), stressed the need for developers that could customise and/or exploit

enterprise solutions such as MS Dynamics and Salesforce and the need for people who

could work on 'low code'.

Employers also mentioned data skills gaps - covering data analysis/engineering through to 

data architecture and data science.  Cyber Security was mentioned by a few employers with 

large in-house IT functions.  One of these spoke of the ongoing work to create a CIoS based 

Cyber Operations Centre with the creation of new roles locally in the pipeline.

[With respect to Artificial Intelligence 

and Machine Learning] 'the skills 

needed change so fast, so we employ 

the right people with the potential 

and mold them.' 

Yes, we have progression 

routes in place and utilise
external consultancies/ 

contractors to knowledge 
share

We provide in-house training & workshops with 
senior members of staff.  There are limitations on 

training suppliers that provide accredited 
qualifications and high-quality teaching.  External 

training programs are not cost benefit due to 
poor results.

Yes, 55% of our digital 

skills are homegrown. 

06
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Retention

Despite the increased ability and acceptance of remote working, national digital/tech skill 

shortages and higher salaries outside of CIoS, it was surprising to find that all employers 

spoke positively about their staff retention rates.  Responses were almost a point of pride in 

some cases:

The roles that were relatively easy to recruit included Software Testers (one respondent)

and Delivery/project management roles (3 respondents.) There was a good number of

candidates with the required skills for these job families at the time the recruitment took

place. 'Luck' was also mentioned as a factor' when recruitment went well, recognising that

timing is so important when recruiting.

The only employer that found all recruitment easy, shared more detail on the reason for

the success.

'Recruitment has been relatively easy. There is some use of Indeed and ‘normal’ channels,

but more importantly we go out and actively seek people. We attend workshops,

presentations, events and sell the concept [of working with us] to them. We find people

that are not quite ready and stay connected with them. Part of the recruitment success is

also what the company does is so unique, and the culture is so different. People are

attracted to that.'

This approach works for this organisation as they are also willing to take on entry level hires

and train them up.

Where recruitment has been challenging, it was for these roles:

Recruitment

All employers of a digital/tech workforce taking part in the research had recruited within the

past 12 months - some in significant volumes. The main reason for the recruitment reported

was that of growth in demand as well as addressing any skills gap from staff leaving (although

the latter was a less significant reason as discussed above.) Several mentioned the growing

demand especially since the pandemic which has caused more demand for tech generally.

50% of the employers found that some digital/tech roles were relatively easy to recruit, but

90% found that recruitment of one or more digital/tech role that was particularly challenging.

One organisation spoke about the timing factor and that applicants for jobs was generally

higher one year ago, when people outside of CIoS were considering relocation, but that it was

becoming more challenging again.

When asked if there are any skills areas that employers struggle to find training for (for

their digital/tech workforce), there was no significant patterns, so it would not be prudent

to draw conclusions from this. The areas mentioned were: 'data', 'data analytics',

'programming', 'machine learning' and 'software asset management'.

Salaries

All employers consistently reported that their offered salaries for digital/tech roles were

either lower or on a par with national salaries. Even where an employer mentioned that

general digital/tech salaries were lower than the national average, when it comes to

software engineering, development and programming roles, it was indicated that the

market has dictated the salaries on these roles. A couple of employers shared that their

average salary for a full stack developer is £50k.

"The market is determining it. We used to pay below the national average, but tech salaries

are now soaring."

Digital/Tech Workforce Composition

The CIoS DSP were eager to understand if local employers were monitoring and addressing

any imbalance with the inclusion and diversity of their digital/tech workforce.

The Tech Talent Charter (TTC) is a non-profit organisation

leading a movement to address inequality in the UK tech 

sector and drive inclusion and diversity in a practical and 

uniquely measurable way.  Signatories of the Charter make 

several commitments.

Amongst the employers that responded, it was found that none had signed the Charter. Most

were not aware of what the Tech Talent Charter is and this may be an area of focus that the

CIoS DSP should consider addressing.

However, most employers did confirm that their organisation does regularly consider the

composition of their digital/tech workforce as part of their workforce planning. Under-

representation of females in tech roles was the most reported concern as well as some

concern over under-representation of those from an ethnic minority background and those

with a disability. One organisation was concerned about an ageing workforce and the need to

focus on bringing in new talent.

More data should be obtained from organisations on their workforce composition is this is a

priority focus for the DSP. This could be a deliverable for a task and finish group.

It is unlikely therefore that there is a large move amongst local organisations as would be

seen in some the largest cities within the South West. Even amongst those employers who

reported 'good' or 'average' retention rates, there was an acceptance that it is becoming

more challenging and that salaries that can be achieved elsewhere is part of the issue. Career

progression was also a factor mentioned.

"We have a below average churn, but it is challenging. Exit interviews point towards salary;

other organisations are offering mega bucks. Covid has caused a surge in demand for tech

and salaries are massively inflated because of this. When will salaries reach the top and no

one can then afford to pay more?"

Where individuals have left, it has tended to be at the experienced level, and in particular the

technical skill set that is most in demand in CIoS and at a national level.

Employers are reporting that there is a low level of applicants generally and those that

do apply lack the required skills and sometimes the required attitude, motivation or

personality. There is also too much competition from other employers. One employer

mentioned:

'There are only so many people in the talent pool locally and between a couple of the

larger tech orgs, they are employing everyone that exists.'

Employer Insights06
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Apprenticeships

When it comes to the use of apprentices as way to meet the skills gap, employers were

divided in opinion. About 50% of employer respondents saw apprenticeships as a valuable

way to support young people and at the same time build talent and skills for the future. The

other 50% reported that they had not taken on any apprentices in the past 24 months and

would be unlikely to in the future, due to their experience.

that this could be pandemic related, or it could be a drop in students taking IT related

subjects at GCSE and it transferring into colleges from there.

But for as many of those advocating digital route apprentices, there were as many

employers interviewed that had not taken them on nor planned to do so in the future.

When asking all employers what the barriers were to taking on apprentices or taking on

more apprentices, the following reasons were provided:

• Lack of apprenticeship options or available options not being appropriate for the roles

within the organisation. Gaming was given as an example of an absent pathway. Yet

another employer mentioned that they had an apprentice on a gaming path as this

was the closest match to their role (but not a close enough match!)

• Too expensive. Also in the same category, is that employers mentioned it is time-

consuming for existing experienced staff (time = money)

• One mentioned that apprentices were viewed as a more short-term option and that

they needed staff for the longer term.

• One mentioned 'experience' - which is taken to mean that previous attempts have

failed and that they are less inclined to try again. The same employer mentioned that

the provision is too poor.

• Potential employment and legal risks was also mentioned if an apprentice didn't work

out or if the training overhead was too high.

Other support for young people

Despite the mixed views on taking on apprentices, most employers said that they

supported young people in digital/tech careers in other ways, showing that the CIoS

digital/tech sector is supportive and approachable.

Six of the employers offered work experience to Year 10 pupils. A couple of the employers

mentioned that they are willing to offer a week of work experience to anyone over the age

of 16.

Five employers stated that they enable digital/tech employers to volunteer their support

during company time and five employers are actively involved in providing careers advice

to help inform others of the rich and diverse nature of digital/tech careers that are

available in CIOS.

One employer has recently recruited a STEM Ambassador to drive engagement with local

young people and explore new channels for delivery that are more in tune with how young

people consume their information and engage.

Other factors that exist but to a lesser extent are that terms and conditions that we can

offer are not competitive. Some also point to the housing crisis in that people cannot not

find or afford housing locally.

When discussing the challenge around recruitment, one respondent described the feeling

of their heart sinking when they discovered the requirement was for an experienced

software engineer, developer or programmer. They just knew it would be an uphill

struggle. Employers spoke of needing to advertise several times for one position and

describe needing to look at remote workers to fill positions that cannot be filled from the

local talent pool.

The majority of employers that responded reported that their vacancies are advertised as

remote working anywhere in the UK (some in the world), with only occasional travel to

CIoS.

The impact it is having is a delay in growth, more burden on existing staff and prolonged

recruitment campaigns that increase costs. Employers are becoming more creative in ways

to recruit. This has included use of agencies and previously unused channels like paid

LinkedIn campaigns. Also, more proactive engagement in outreach activities to source

candidates. One large organisation has created an IT arm within the bank of staff to have

colleagues come in for short assignments as a way to spot talent.

The majority of employers questioned used a combination of the following methods to

advertise their vacancies: Company website, LinkedIn, Software Cornwall Jobsite (open to

members to advertise), recruitment platforms, like Indeed and use of recruitment agencies.

This is important to note when considering any data taken from Burning Glass on job

postings, as it excludes any data from social media sites including Linkedin. As part of the

research, we did approach Linkedin to provide job posting data for CIoS organisations but

the data was not forthcoming. This forms one of the recommendations within the report.

I love them.  I would actively encourage other 

organisations to take them on.  They are brilliant, 

bright...they bring new thinking.  But don't 

underestimate that you need the experience to 

bring them on and the time to spend with them.

Another employer has recently taken on a Level 3 Infrastructure Technician and a Level 

3 IT Solutions Technician.  Their feedback:

The employers that have taken on apprentices in the past 24 months, tended to take on

several apprentices over several different occupation pathways. One employer had

recently taken on 6 apprentices at Level3/4 including cyber security, data,

infrastructure, engineering and business analysis job families. Their feedback:

We didn't have the volume of applications, but the 

calibre was good and although early days, the 

feedback on their performance and how the 

apprenticeship is going has been positive.  We have 

since had other opportunities in the same teams, 

highlighting how this can support our future talent 

pipeline.

Yes if you have the time to train 

the apprentice, No if you don't 

have the additional time to 

provide industry training. 

An employer with a Level 4 Software Engineer, 

when asked if they would recommend an 

apprentice to other employers said:

Employer Insights06

An organisation that has always taken on apprentices into service desk roles and then

developed them into various specialist areas from there has noticed a recent decline in

students wishing to undertake these apprenticeships. They commented
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Supporting the digital/tech skills eco-system in CIOS

At the outset of this study, we were made aware that there could be survey fatigue amongst

those working in the sector and that employer's views were regularly being sought from

stakeholders across the digital/tech skills eco-system. The question was therefore posed

about the volume and type of engagement that they had received from colleges, training

providers and digital skills partner organisations.

Not only did we find that there was an overlapping survey out for creative skills (covering

digital/tech skills) at the same time as our survey, but we also found that 60% of the

respondents had been approached recently and had completed surveys and attended focus

groups on a related topic.

Whilst there had been some involvement from the majority of the respondents, some felt

that they didn't have appropriate involvement in shaping the digital/tech skills agenda within

CIOS and the results of their engagement had not been satisfactory:

• Fixing the housing crisis - young people can't afford to stay here, young start-ups are

moving away. Improve public transport - so investors, clients and employees can visit

us.

• Being part of a conversation with local education.

• FTTP (fibre to premises broadband)

• Looking into how to enable project investment into local projects and reusing that

revenue on new ideas.

it should also be noted that several organisations commented that they are already

collaborating with local colleges in order to support with careers as well as curriculum

development; notably, degree programmes and apprenticeships. There was a mixed

opinion on the value of T-level placements. However, one organisation had great success

and is now on the second cohort of students. Not only did it benefit the organisation, but

also it had a positive impact on the colleagues supporting the students and the students

themselves fed back positively that the work they were doing (coding projects) was more

advanced than the course content. There was a strong willingness from organisations to

take a role within the digital skills ecosystem and to do more. Many would welcome more

support to have the opportunity to collaborate with both education and with each other

around specific topics.

'No, the landscape is fragmented - lots of
people doing things - not joined up. Not
understanding the business problems that
need to be solved - what are the local and
regional problems that start ups can help
with.

• internships and apprenticeships

• Coding boot camps

• Engagement with our early careers programmes and providers attracting

participants/candidates on to these programmes

• Attraction/ marketing on careers available in Cornwall

• More networking opportunities

• Working together to create digital pathways from deeply specialist tech roles

through to the end user

• Partners working better together with less duplication of effort

• Co-development of programmes (across employers) and potentially sharing scarce

skills across organisations

• Less talking, more action. Digital skills has been a hot topic for decades, but it is not

achieving what it needs to

• Data on what the market is doing - how many are in the workforce and what

percentage of those are developers. Where is the greatest shortage of jobs to be

filled and which are hardest to fill - get specifics.

• Our organisation wants to be a good partner within the ecosystem and there

probably needs to be more to strengthen links with education

• Potentially consider the structure around the DSP around focus areas and enable

wider engagement from outside the DSP to support

'There is involvement, but the
results are unsatisfactory.'

I'm involved on a
national level, but
not on a local
level.'

Nope

Non-Digital/Tech sector organisations and Digital Transformation

As part of the research, 4 of the larger employers of a digital/tech workforce that sit

outside of the digital/tech sector definition were engaged. What these organisations all

had in common was that they had significant IT/Digital functions and were on a journey

of digital transformation and business change.

There were a few topics that all or most had mentioned in their feedback:

• A desire to ensure that all digital/tech roles and associated skills were included and

to highlight that the CIoS digital/tech workforce isn't just about software.

• A move towards low code and business unit development or citizen development

through use of enterprise solutions. MS Dynamics 365 was mentioned by 3 of

these organisations and one other in the digital/tech sector.

• Needing to attract business change skills to help colleagues across their

organisations to better articulate what they need and to support them through the

change. One organisation spoke of the need to create 'digital leaders' to help

exploitation and adoption of new technologies across the organisation.

• These larger organisations were more likely to take on apprentices across a wider

range of pathways and in larger volumes. Two of them also reported taking on

students for T-level placements with very positive results.

What needs to change

Respondents were asked what interventions from Cornwall Council/CIoS Digital Skills

Partnership and its partner organisations they would like to see in order to support

them with their workforce planning and ensuring an adequate supply of digital/tech

skills to meet the demand of their business. The following is a list of all of their

suggestions in their own words:

• Being included in strategic conversations about the future of training and education

in the county so it's aligned with local business needs but also industry standards.

• More support for careers advice for schools

The issue 
is 
my time!

Employer Insights06
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Future demand for skills – CreaTech sector07

As detailed previously, CreaTech is an integral part of the Digital/Tech sector definition

used within this research. CreaTech was included for understanding its size and scale as

part of a wider digital/tech sector, but the focus for the labour market intelligence

research shifted to just the ICT/digital occupations within CIoS. This was in part because

specialist digital/tech roles within this sector tend to be freelance in nature and the

matching up of people to opportunities is very much based on word of mouth and the

power of networks. Screen Cornwall hold a 'crew' database and assist in the matching

of skills to need. Also, a separate deep dive study on Screen Cluster growth, that will

cover jobs and skills demand and supply, is due to commence in May 2022.

Due to its high potential, the screen sector has been recognised by the CIoS local

Enterprise Partnership as one of the key sectors for development within the region.

Therefore, regarding future digital/tech jobs and skills demand within the Digital/Tech

sector, the screen sector requires calling out.

The screen sector, which includes film, tv, digital media, video games and immersive

technologies (augmented reality/virtual reality/mixed reality) represents one of the

fastest growing segments of the UK’s creative industries. According to the Saffrey’s

report (2017), which has a CIoS focus, many sub-sectors of the screen sector such as

video games and immersive technologies are poised for very rapid growth over the next

decade. The growth of these sub-sectors is being driven by the development of new

and disruptive technologies, which are opening up new opportunities for not only

innovative content creation and consumption, but also for novel ways of distributing

content to audiences.

The Saffrey’s report provides a comprehensive background to and strategy for the CIoS

screen sector. However, there is limited data in the report on the demand for screen

jobs and supply of skills. The research that will commence in May 2022, will specifically

include, but is not limited to:

• Identifying key market growth areas in CIoS – particularly in areas of immersive and

virtual production

• A gap analysis of the current CIoS ‘crew’ database vs forecast demand for crew &

digital skills. This will highlight any potential skills gap that requires addressing.

• Mapping of educational pathways and careers support for 16+

Saffrey Champness (2017), Strategy for the Screen-based Sector in Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly

Photo credit: Screen Cornwall
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Future demand for skills – other sectors07

As previously seen, the view from the employer insights is very much that demand is set

to increase as it is linked to growth in demand for digitally intensive products and

services. The Tech South West 2022 report also confirms that even if there are no

interventions, growth within the Tech sector is expected to by near to 18% by 2026. If

there is investment in the local talent pool, this could be seen as a strategy to drive

future investment, placing the growth targets above this.

As well as the CreaTech sector detailed above, there are three other significant growth

sectors in CIoS that will place more demand for digital/tech specialist skills. These are:

• SpaceTech

• AgriTech

• MarineTech

What all three of these sub-sectors have in common, is that they all rely on similar

skillsets - software development and data analysis, demonstrating that digital/tech jobs

are all around us and not confined to the digital/tech sector.

SpaceTech

The Space Tech Alliance recently undertook a space sector skills survey at a national

level. It reported that most space companies are looking to recruit and that most are

struggling to find candidates. This is relevant to CIoS as according to Tech South West,

Cornwall is already the second most populated UK region for Aerospace businesses and

is receiving considerable investment from the CIoS LEP. The space skills survey found

that the percentage of organisations with a tech/digital skills gaps were:

• 52% with a software engineering skill gap

• 45% with a systems engineering skill gap

• 38% with an Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning skill gap

• 26% with a data analytics skills gap

• IoT/sensors

• artificial intelligence

• machine learning

• data gathering and application

• asset management

MarineTech

Marine Technology is a diverse sector, spanning marine design, marine manufacturing,

marine environmental, marine renewables and much more besides. Marine-i is a

programme designed to enable innovation in the marine technology sector in Cornwall

and the Isles of Scilly. The sector has been identified as an area of high growth for the

region. The Future Focus II research highlighted that core digital skills needed in other

sectors have a good transference to the marine industry such as architect and animators

who can create computational models and use data to create 3D renderings. Other

areas of digital/tech skills interventions include:

• automation

• robotics

• artificial intelligence

• digital navigation

• computer modelling and rendering

CIoS DSP. (2019). Skills gap round table meeting notes.
UK Space Agency. (2020). Space Sector Skills Survey.

Future Focus II. (2020). Digital Transformation Report for Unlocking Potential.
AgriTech Cornwall (accessed March 2022)
Marine-i (accessed March 2022)

CSATT (Cornwall Space and Aerospace Technology Training) is the first dedicated space

training centre in the South West, with the aim of creating local training opportunities

for people in Cornwall. They have also reported that the 'space skills problem' is a tech

skills problem, citing that Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning will be more in

demand in the future and that space applications will rely more heavily on

programmers.

Future Focus II's Digital Transformation research highlighted that the local aerospace

sector has a combination of businesses involved in both 'Upstream' and 'Downstream'.

Upstream, they say is the more technical ‘space’ oriented side, such as Goonhilly

putting people into space. Here the need is for strong digital skills in this industry such

as experienced engineering, software, programming, automation and A.I and a critical

need for data. The other side of the industry is ‘Downstream’ which are businesses

using the data that is generated by upstream activity such as putting satellites into

space. Here, Cornwall is seeing many start-ups, particularly coming out of the

Launchpad incubator at Falmouth University. The report comments that Spaceport

Cornwall is focusing on raising awareness and the profile of the local Aerospace sector

and beyond; encouraging people from outside the sector to utilise the available

resources that come with it, e.g., satellite data and GPS data.

AgriTech

Agricultural technologies can be any innovation that makes agriculture more efficient

and productive, more resilient and secure, more profitable and better able to enhance

and protect the natural environment and those that farm it. AgriTech Cornwall was set

up and secured significant funding for research, development and innovation in

AgriTech. The Future Focus II Digital Transformation Report, highlighted three types of

organisation in this sector: the creators of software, the service providers and

integrators and those digitally dependent and in demand of innovative technology.

Furthermore, the report highlighted areas of digital/tech skills interventions including:

• software

• robotics
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Growing the local talent pool
One of the objectives of the study was to provide an overview of existing digital skills

provision in CIoS (covering primary, secondary, further and higher education as well as

other skills provision) and to identify good practice and any gaps or duplication in supply.

As previously mentioned, the term 'digital skills' is too broad when focusing in on advanced

and specialist skills for digital/tech jobs, therefore the approach taken is to focus on skills

provision for the top 10 digital/tech jobs most in demand in CIoS as identified through job

posting analysis.

For each of the top Burning Glass occupations, it was possible to identify the suggested

university, college and apprenticeship pathways to these careers by using the National

Careers Advice Service and then identifying the provision within CIoS from the two college

groups and the one university.

It was not in scope of this study to assess whether the careers advice is accurate to the

role, but it is recommended that the information in this section should be treated as a

'straw man' for creation of any future careers information, advice and guidance around

digital/tech jobs. Further to this, it is recommended that local subject matter experts are

consulted for each job type to ensure it is tailored to CIoS to bring to life the vibrant and

supportive digital/tech ecosystem and to check that pathways are accurate. Within any

new careers resources, it would be useful to hear from experienced people in these jobs as

to their journey into the role.

The national careers service provides mainly advice on formal routes, but it is well known

that many people within digital/tech (not in deep tech roles) didn't necessarily take formal

computing or engineering subjects in further and higher education. It should also consider

informal routes into these careers, for example gaining skills through 'side hustles' and

hobbies.

There is also a lack of focus on core employability skills and behaviours. Employers

engaging in this research stressed skills such as personal resilience, professional curiosity,

the ability to learn skills independently to show willingness and an interest in tech and

what it can achieve.

The section only covers skill provision for the top jobs in demand. Consideration on future

resources would need to explain the diversity of advanced and specialist digital/tech jobs.

• employers reported as part of this study that they would like to see more work on

careers advice on digital/tech jobs to schools

• young people themselves fed back in a focus group in Nov 2021 (by Redbox Research)

that careers IAG isn't fit for purpose. Redbox provided quotes from young people

about careers advice generally:

According to the Redbox research, young people felt that If careers advice is to be more

engaging and meaningful then young people would welcome the use of technology such as

Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, snapchat or short videos to engage them; supplemented by

the opportunity to talk with employers who are specialists in their field and a clear ‘map’

and advice as to how to achieve their goals.

Careers Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG)

Before looking closer at the local skills provision, it is useful at this point to consider the

careers IAG provision for digital/tech careers in CIoS. Whilst it is out of scope for this

research, the topic was raised several times by employers and stakeholders during

interviews and in survey results.

In researching pathways to digital/tech careers, it was found that there is good level of

careers IAG at a national level. Useful links include: nationalcareers.service.gov.uk and

techskills.org. It was also found that local support for digital/tech careers is available via

the Careershubcios.co.uk, softwarecornwall.org and local college groups. There is

evidence of employers supporting careers advice and work experience opportunities and

groups such as TEC girls and Software Cornwall doing great work in primary schools to

inspire young people in digital/tech careers through immersive experiences using tech.

However, during interviews and focus groups with digital skills stakeholders and

employers it was found that existing careers resources may not be fit for purpose in terms

of content and delivery approach. Feedback includes:

• stakeholders wanting to share the growing opportunity within Cornwall with people

of all ages and levels. That it isn't just about digital/tech sector careers but that

digital/tech roles in CIoS will increasingly centre on growing sectors such as

SpaceTech, AgriTech, MarineTech and CreaTech. Employers want people to know

that Cornwall has the fastest growing tech sector in the South West and that there

are real job prospects in the region.

• stakeholders report that job seekers are confused about what roles are available and

how they get into these types of jobs. IT jobs were felt to be behind closed doors.

“Limited careers advice and finding the right course was difficult” and

“Careers advice was not good at school – did a quiz as careers advice and

that was all. There were some exceptions where individual teachers had

been supportive.

Skills Provision in CIOS for in demand digital/tech jobs

The remainder of this section, summarises the routes into the most in demand digital/tech jobs

in CIOS. More information on the method and the caution when using this data can be found in

the Detailed Method section.

For each of the top ranked digital/tech occupations above, the following questions are

addressed for each of these roles:

• the suggested university and study (college) routes into the job

• the opportunity to study these routes within CIOS

• a visual aid on gaps and duplication

• the suggested apprenticeship routes into the job

• apprenticeship volumes by occupation pathway

• skills provision available for career switchers

• links to resources for people in the job seeking professional development

• insights to inform potential CIoS DSP programmes and interventions

Data is also provided, but is not linked to specific jobs in demand:

• GCSE and A Level digital/tech subject uptake

• apprenticeship training providers with the most CIoS learners

• higher education digital/tech subject uptake for students domiciled in CIOS

• graduates' outcomes for those domiciled in CIOS with digital/tech subjects

08
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Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Professional Occupations

Digital Production, Design & Development 

Pathway; 

Software Development Technician

Software Development Technician (L3)

Digital Production, Design & Development 

Pathway; 

Software Development Advanced Technician

DevOps Engineer (L4)

Software Developer (L4)

Digital Business Services Pathway; 

Software Development Professional

• Digital Solutions Professional (L7)  

Software Engineering Specialist

• Digital & Technology Solutions 

Professional  (L6) Software Engineer

Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

Software Cornwall offer training courses to help 

employers and employees stay current with key 

skills.  Courses are available on their website.  

Falmouth University are also currently developing 

a 6-week Coding Bootcamp course.

Software Cornwall Gateway to Tech Bootcamp include a local 

work placement, Truro & Penwith offer a Computer 

Programming bootcamp, plus many other free online 

bootcamps available at List of Skills Bootcamps - GOV.UK 

(www.gov.uk) and free courses available from Alison.com.  

Code First Girls is focusing on sponsored nano-degrees for 

women.  There are many more options available online & 

advice to get into development - ITPro UK offer a round up of 

the best courses.

• Those wanting to take a Level 6 qualification in Maths will 

need to leave the county or study by distance learning.

• Stakeholders interviewed as part of this study have 

commented that leaners gain qualifications, but do not 

leave with employability skills.

• There are currently only 9 CIoS learners on a L4 Software 

Developer apprenticeship

• There are no learners in CIoS on L3 Software Development 

Technician or L4 DevOps apprenticeships.  Either learners 

are not interested, or employers are not wanting to 

participate

• Level 6 Apprenticeship Award: BSc (Hons) in Digital & 
Technology Solutions under consideration. This will be a 
collaboration between Cornwall College & Software 
Cornwall

• In 20/21 there were 671 students on a computing related HE 

programme within CIoS.  105 of these students were 

domiciled in CIoS prior to enrolment.  An additional 85 were 

studying with the Open University and an additional 88 with 

the University of Plymouth.

• Software Cornwall reported 50 applicants within 48 hours 

for its Gateway to Tech programme.

• A career switch bootcamp takes approx. 16 weeks.  To 

ensure inclusion and diversity, interventions may be 

required to supplement income and provide childcare.

• Relevant Body of Knowledge for professional development:

SWEBOK (swebokwiki.org)

SEBoK (sebokwiki.org)

* Access to Higher Education

*
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Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights
• The National Careers Service advice shows that of all the 

high demand roles in CIoS, this one can be entered with a 

Level 3 qualification.  This reflects employer feedback that 

IT Support is a good entry point into careers into 

digital/tech.

• There are 13 CIoS learners on the L3 Digital Support 

Technician apprenticeship and 6 on the L3 Information 

Communication Technician.  The two CIoS college groups 

are the main training providers.

• Relevant Body of Knowledge for professional development:

ITIL | IT Service Management | Axelos

Digital Support & Services Pathway; 

IT Support & Services Technician:

Digital Support Technician (L3)

Information Communication Technician (L3)

Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Professional Occupations

Digital Support & Services Pathway; IT 

Systems Technician:

Applications and Support Lead (L4)

Digital Business Services Pathway:

Digital & Technology Solution Specialist (L7) 

integrated degree:

IT Operations Management Specialist

CompTia A+

Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate

ITIL
Firebrand offer an online IT Technician bootcamp at 

List of Skills Bootcamps - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

* Access to Higher Education

*
*
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Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Professional Occupations

Digital Production, Design & Development 

Pathway; 

Software Development Technician

Software Development Technician (L3)

Digital Production, Design & Development 

Pathway; 

Software Development Advanced Technician

Software Developer (L4)

Digital Production, Design & Development 

Pathway; 

Software Development Professional Creative 

Digital Design Professional (L6)

Digital User Experience (UX) Professional (L6)

Software Cornwall Gateway to Tech Bootcamp include a 

local work placement, Truro & Penwith offer a Computer 

Programming bootcamp, plus many other free online 

bootcamps available at List of Skills Bootcamps - GOV.UK 

(www.gov.uk) and free courses available from Alison.com.  

Code First Girls is focusing on sponsored nano-degrees for 

women.  There are many more options available online & 

advice to get into development - ITPro UK offer a round up 

of the best courses.

Software Cornwall offer training courses to help 

employers and employees stay current with key 

skills.  Courses are available on their website.  

Falmouth University are also currently developing 

a 6-week User Interface course and a separate 6-

week User Experience course.

• Those wanting to take a Level 6 qualification in Maths will 

need to leave the county.

• Stakeholders interviewed as part of this study have 

commented that leaners gain qualifications, but do not 

leave with employability skills.

• There are currently only 9 CIoS learners on a L4 Software 

Developer apprenticeship

• There are no learners in CIoS on L3 Software Development 

Technician.  Either learners are not interested, or employers 

are not wanting to participate

• In 20/21 there were 671 students on a computing related HE 

programme within CIoS.  105 of these students were 

domiciled in CIoS prior to enrolment.  An additional 85 were 

studying with the Open University and an additional 88 with 

the University of Plymouth.

• Software Cornwall reported 50 applicants within 48 hours 

for its Gateway to Tech programme.

• A career switch bootcamp takes approx. 16 weeks.  To 

ensure inclusion and diversity, interventions may be 

required to supplement income and provide childcare.

• Relevant Body of Knowledge for professional development:

SWEBOK (swebokwiki.org)

UX Design Articles and Books | Interaction Design 

Foundation (IxDF) Literature (interaction-design.org)

Welcome to the Usability Body of Knowledge | Usability 

Body of Knowledge (usabilitybok.org)
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Digital Support & Services Pathway; 

IT Support & Services Technician:

Information Communication Technician (L3)

Network Technician option

IT Solutions Technician (L3) IT Hardware Solutions 

option

Network Cable Installer (L3)

Unified Communications Technician (L3)

Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Digital Business Services Pathway:

Digital & Technology Solution Specialist 

(L7) integrated degree:

Network Engineering Specialist

Digital & Technology Solutions 

Professional (L6): Network Engineer

Professional Occupations

Digital Support & Services Pathway; 

Hardware, Networks & Infrastructure 

Technician:

Network Engineer (L4)

Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

• In 20/21 there were 671 students on a computing related HE 

programme within CIoS.  105 of these students were 

domiciled in CIoS prior to enrolment.  An additional 85 were 

studying with the Open University and an additional 88 with 

the University of Plymouth.

• There are only 2 CIoS learners on a L4 Network Engineer 

apprenticeship.

• There is a gap in course provision from local colleges in 

Network related subjects.

• Cornwall College group offer a professional skills course in 

CISCO Networking FCR.

Unable to find any local or gov.uk bootcamps or 

courses

Cornwall College group offer a professional skills 

course in CISCO Networking FCR.
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Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

• Study route information confirms what employers have 

also reported, that routes into IT Project Management 

tend to happen once an individual is already in 

employment with an organisation.  IT Project 

Management then tends to be professional 

development for a future career and individuals may be 

offered work experience by their employer.

• There are 12 apprentices on a L7 integrated degree, but 

it is not possible to determine if any of these are taking 

a Project Management Specialist option.

• In 20/21 there were 671 students on a computing 

related HE programme within CIoS.  105 of these 

students were domiciled in CIoS prior to enrolment.  An 

additional 85 were studying with the Open University 

and an additional 88 with the University of Plymouth.

• FdSc BSc (Hons) Business & entrepreneurial being re-

launched September 2023 by Cornwall College Group 

(Currently under curriculum development) 

Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Digital Business Services Pathway:

Digital & Technology Solution Specialist 

(L7) integrated degree:

IT Project Management Specialist

Professional Occupations

Association for Project Management

Project Management InstituteUnable to find any local or gov.uk bootcamps or 

courses

• Relevant Body of Knowledge for professional 

development:

PMBOK Guide | Project Management 
Institute (pmi.org)
APM Body of Knowledge 7th edition
PRINCE2 Certification | Qualifications and 
Exams | Axelos
SBOK Guide - SCRUMstudy.com
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Digital Business Services Pathway;

Business Information Professional: 

• Data Scientist (L6) degree

Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Professional Occupations

Digital Business Services Pathway:; 

Data Analyst Technician:

Data Technician (L3)

Digital Business Services Pathway:; 

Data Analyst Advanced Technician:

Data Analyst (L4)

Digital Business Services Pathway; 

Digital Solutions Professional:

• Digital & Technology Solution Specialist 

(L7) integrated degree. Data Analytics 

Specialist

• Digital & Technology Solution Specialist 

(L6) degree.  Data Analyst

Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

• The Royal Navy is the largest training provider for 

CIoS learners on L3 Data Technician apprenticeships 

in the region.  In 20/21, they trained all 74 

apprentices on this pathway.

• There are currently 18 CIoS learners on the L4 Data 

Analyst pathway and 4 on the L4 Business Analysis 

pathway that also contains an element of data 

modelling.

• There is a lack of training such as an introduction to 

information and data within the region which may be 

beneficial due to some evident confusion as to what 

data jobs exist within the region and what skills are 

needed for these.

• Relevant professional body of knowledge for 

professional development:

ARMA Guide to the Information Profession

The Information Management Body of Knowledge 

(imbok.info)

DMBoK - Data Management Body of Knowledge 

(dama.org)

EDISON Data Science Framework: Part 2. Data 

Science Body of Knowledge (DS-BoK) Release 2 | 

Zenodo

No local provision found but many free online 

bootcamps available at List of Skills Bootcamps -
GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) and free courses available 

from Alison.com.  Code First Girls is focusing on 

sponsored nano-degrees for women.  There are many 

more options available online & advice to get into 

development. 

No courses found locally, but Falmouth

University are currently developing a 6-

week Data Analytics course.
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Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Professional Occupations

Digital Production, Design & Development 

Pathway; 

Software Development Advanced Technician

Software Tester (L4)

Digital Business Services Pathway; 

Software Development Professional

Digital Solutions Professional (L7)

System Test & Assurance Specialist

Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

• In 20/21 there were 671 students on a computing 

related HE programme within CIoS.  105 of these 

students were domiciled in CIoS prior to enrolment.  An 

additional 85 were studying with the Open University 

and an additional 88 with the University of Plymouth.

• There is currently only 1 CIoS learner on a L4 Software 

Tester apprenticeship

• Whilst the National Careers Service advice is a L6 

computer or software subject, this should be tested by 

interviewing those in this role.  Some employers may 

view software testing as being an entry level route or a 

progression from user acceptance testing of a 

company's new products and service offerings.

• Relevant professional body of knowledge for 

professional development:

Why ISTQB®

The Chartered Institute for ITUnable to find any local or gov.uk bootcamps or 

courses
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Digital Support & Services Pathway:

Cyber Security Technician (L3)

Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 
Occupations

Digital Business Services Pathway:

Digital & Technology Solution Specialist 

(L7) integrated degree:

Cyber Security Technical Specialist option

Professional Occupations

Digital Support & Services Pathway:

Cyber Security Technologist (L4)

Digital Support & Services Pathway:

Cyber Security Technical Professional (L6) 

integrated degree

Study 

Route

Apprenticeship 

Route

Career 

Switch

Professional 

Development

Insights

• In 20/21 there were 671 students on a 

computing related HE programme within 

CIoS.  105 of these students were 

domiciled in CIoS prior to enrolment.  An 

additional 85 were studying with the 

Open University and an additional 88 with 

the University of Plymouth.

• Currently there is only 1 CIoS learner on a 

L4 Cyber Security Technologist pathway 

and 1 on a L6 Cyber Security Technical 

Professional pathway.

• Relevant professional body of knowledge 

for professional development:

Cybersecurity Framework | NIST

Knowledgebase (cybok.org)

Knowledge Framework (ciisec.org)

Chartered Institute of Information Security

National Cyber Security Centre

Chartered Institute for IT

Free online skills bootcamps are offered on the 

List of Skills Bootcamps - GOV.UK 

(www.gov.uk)
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Data not availableAs at 2019/20, only 28 students in Cornwall took A-

level Computing.  Less than 5 of these students 

were girls

A-Level

As at 2019/20, of Cornwall's 31 secondary schools:

- 90% offer GCSE Computing or ICT

- 33% offer GCSE Engineering

- 19% offer GCSE Statistics

In 2019/20, 581 students in Cornwall took GCSE 

Computing.  Girls made up 13% entries

GCSE

Level 2

Data not available, but it is understood that there 

are no females enrolled with Truro & Penwith

college.

T-Level

In terms of uptake of Computing at GCSE & A-level, Cornwall 

performs below the national average.

Growing the local talent pool08

Level 3 Level 4/5 Level 6+

• In the academic year, 2020/21, there 

were a reported 13,154 CIoS domiciled 

students in HE and 514 of these were 

on a computing related subject.  This 

equates to 4% of all students.

• 60% of all CIoS students in HE in the 

academic year 2020/21 are female, yet 

only 13% of the 514 students studying a 

computing related subject were female. 
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Technical Occupations
Higher Technical 

Occupations
Professional Occupations
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Data Technician (L3)
Data Analyst (L4)

IS Business Analyst (L4)

Data Scientist (L6)

Artificial Intelligence Data Specialist (L7)

Digital & Technology Solution Specialist (L7)

Digital & Technology Solutions Professional (L7)

Software Development Technician (L3)

DevOps Engineer (L4)

Digital Accessibility Specialist (L4)

Software Developer (L4)

Software Tester (L4)

Creative Digital Design Professional (L6)

Digital User Experience (UX) Professional (L6)

Game Programmer (L7)

Cyber Security Technician (L3)

Digital Support Technician (L3)

Information Communication Technician (L3)

IT Solutions Technician (L3)

Network Cable Installer (L3)

Unified Communications Technician (L3)

Cyber Security Technologist (L4)

Network Engineer (L4)

Applications Support Lead (L4)

Cyber Security Technical Professional (L6)

89
18

5

2

12

1

13

6

1

1

1
1

2

9
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3% of all apprenticeships taken by CIoS learners are 'digital' route.  This has fallen slightly since 19/20, 

when it was 4%.  This is despite this being a growing labour market sector within CIoS.

Overall apprenticeship starts by CIoS learners declined in 20/21 vs 19/20.

Growing the local talent pool08
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The data is from the year 20/21 (as this was the latest data available with training provider) and volumes are based on aims (not starts or completions).  Therefore, this will not tally with the previous data on aims as that is the most recent data 

from Q1 21/22.  All data relates to learners from Cornwall.  No Isles of Scilly learners were on a digital route apprenticeship for the period of study - except one learner on a Digital Marketing apprenticeship which is out of scope for this study.

Excluding the training providers Royal Navy and BT, 

which are assumed to be in-house training providers 

for those organisations, for 20/21 there were:

• 103 digital/tech apprentices across the whole of 

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

• 28 training providers were providing the training 

element to these 103 learners

• The most providers for a subject area were for L6 

integrated degree Digital & Technology Solutions 

Professional (7 providers) and Data Analyst (6 

providers)

The provider with the most learners (excl. Royal Navy 

and BT) are Cornwall College (21 learners) and GP 

Strategies Training Limited (11 learners)

Growing the local talent pool08
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Growing the local talent pool08

HESA Student data is collected for all students registered at a reporting higher education

(HE) provider who follow courses that lead to the award of a qualification(s) or HE

provider credit. This section highlights statistics based on the HESA data covering the

period 2018/19 – 2020/21. More information on this data set can be found in the detailed

methodology section.

• The total number of CIoS domiciled students on HE courses (anywhere) is 13,154 

for the academic year 2020/21.  This is based on students on a programme of 

study and not unique enrolments:

• The total number of CIoS domiciled students on Computing related HE 

courses (anywhere) is 514 for 2020/21, a very slight increase on the previous 

year.  That is almost 4% of all CIoS students in HE choosing to be on 

computing related courses in 2020/21:

• Both Computer Science and Computer games and animation are the most 

popular choices amongst students domiciled in CIoS.

• The top 10 HE institutions by number of CIoS domiciled students on a 

computing related course are shown below.

• In 2020/21, 54% of CIoS domiciled students choosing a computing related

subject, study either in CIoS or Plymouth, which is considered a commutable

distance to many residing within CIoS as well as there being a partnership

between the University of Plymouth and colleges in Cornwall. It is assumed

that Open University students are studying within CIoS.

• From the data, there is a strong concentration of CIoS domiciled students

studying computing within the South-West of England.

• When looking at those studying a computing related subject within CIoS,

regardless of where that student was domiciled prior to enrollment, we can

see that there is a total of 671 students on computing related HE courses in

CIoS (Falmouth University only) for the academic year 2020/21:

• Looking specifically at the Open University, the following courses are being 

taken by CIoS domiciled students:

85% of these Open University students are age 25 and over, so it can be assumed 

that some of these courses are being taken by students already in employment 

within CIoS or whom have commitments in CIoS and that they are undertaking 

distance learning.  These students may not be aware of the Bootcamp route into 

digital/technical jobs in CIoS which could be a more cost-effective option.

• Looking specifically at the University of Plymouth, the following courses are 

being taken by CIoS domiciled students:

Further investigation will be required to establish if these students are living on 

campus in Plymouth or they are a commutable distance from a campus either in 

Plymouth or Cornwall.  This may indicate an inequality of opportunity to study 

computing at HE level based on location within CIoS.

Overall, volumes of CIoS students taking HE computing subjects is low (4% in 

2020/21) and it is recommended that this data is monitored to understand if 

future interventions by the CIoS DSP and its partners are having the required 

impact.  This will need to be read in conjunction with apprenticeship statistics to 

enable a full picture on how young people are becoming qualified at L6 and 

above.
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Growing the local talent pool08

The Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) collects information about the

activities and perspectives of graduates approximately 15 months after they

complete their HE studies. This section highlights statistics based on the latest

graduate outcome survey, for 2018/19 graduates. More information on this data

set can be found in the detailed methodology section.

Graduate Outcomes Headlines:

• 2,373 CIoS domiciled graduates who completed or partially completed the 

graduate outcomes survey (estimated 50% completion rate) reported that they 

are in employment, self-employed or employed in freelance work.

• Of those, 860 are in employment within CIoS and 90 are self-employed within 

Cornwall.  There was no one self employed in IoS.

• Of those self-employed within Cornwall, only 4 were found to be in a digital/tech 

occupation: 

• Of those 860 employed within Cornwall, only 24 were found to be in a

digital/tech occupation:

These graduates going into digital/tech roles were from a variety of subject

backgrounds including computer science, software engineering, mathematics, zoology,

sociology, manufacturing engineering, history of art and design studies.

Of these 24 CIoS graduates taking digital/tech roles in CIoS, only 1 studied at the Open

University and 7 from the University of Plymouth. The remaining graduates studied

outside of CIoS and were returning to the region.

When looking at CIoS domiciled graduates employed in digital/tech occupations

anywhere in the world, it was found that the number increased to 107:

CIoS DSP stakeholders have previously spoken about a potential ‘brain drain’, in that

skilled CIoS domiciled graduates are leaving the region. The data, whilst it does have

limitations, does seem to support that perception in relation to digital/tech careers.

It shows that 4% of the surveyed CIoS domiciled graduates are choosing digital/tech

careers but are more likely to choose a role outside of CIoS. As there is no shortage of

software engineering roles within CIoS, further investigation is recommended to

understand from graduates the reasons for taking up roles outside of the CIoS region.

When speaking to stakeholders within the digital skills eco-system, it was mentioned

that there were few (if any) graduate training schemes within CIoS and none that

were known to be for digital/tech careers. This may be due to the relatively small

size of digital/tech sector organisations within CIoS and the challenge to offer such a

scheme.

Overall, volumes of CIoS graduates taking digital/tech jobs is low (4% for 2018/19

graduates) and it is recommended that this data is monitored to understand if

future interventions by the CIoS DSP and its partners are having the required impact.

There was no graduate outcomes data for graduates from outside the region that

came to study in CIoS. This will need to be investigated further to understand if

these graduates stay within the region after graduating to take on digital/tech jobs.
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Level 2 Level 3 Level 4/5 Level 6+

Technical 
Occupations

Higher Technical 
Occupations

Professional
Occupations

GCSE

A-Level

T-Level

Foundation Degree Degree/ Postgraduate

Age 4-18

School based

activities 

Outside

school

Within CIOS there is already significant activity to inspire young people to consider Digital/Tech pathways and careers, but more needs to be done to be impactful on the current low take up of digital/tech subjects.  So far, we have focussed on 

study, apprentice and career switch routes into the most in demand digital/tech jobs in CIOS.  We next look at the activities 1) within school and 2) outside of school designed to raise awareness and interest levels in Digital/Tech - the successes 

and the challenges that still need to be overcome.

Growing the local talent pool08
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TEC Girls

STEM 

Ambassadors

Mission to Mars

ATLAS

First Lego 

League

Delivering the curriculum

What works well Challenges
Industry support  

What local education specialists would like to see changed?

Application of computing across the 

curriculum.  More needs to be done.

Access to resources, infrastructure, 

physical space and volunteer support

Teacher's skills and confidence to source, 

devise, setup and deliver content.  The IT 

lead tends to do this.

Time availability

The focus group identified that key points above were shared across the board, regardless of education stage and setting

The curriculum itself is problematic

Use of gamification on devices to teach 

subjects like Maths

Use of Microbits, Canva & Stop Motion 

animation to apply technology to wider 

curriculum

The pandemic has increased use of technology 

within the school setting, particularly remote 

delivery

Hands on work/immersion with technology 

is best for younger children to gain skills & 

experience tech jobs 

• Embedding tech in other subject areas needs to be normalised

• Move away from a specialist 'IT' teacher needing to lead lessons - all teachers should have the skills and be confident

• Focus on girls being inspired at early years, though there is a general issue with uptake for boys and girls

• Describe the necessity and potential for tech skills for careers in the future (not just about digital/tech sector jobs)

• Targeting parents as well as children

• Promote free activities

• Resolve issues around kit (resources)

A focus group was held by the  CIoS DSP in 2021  which consisted of 17 participants across a range of education settings and included stakeholders across the digital skills eco-system.  

This summarises the discussion about what works well, the challenges and what local education specialists want to see change in the future.

This is followed, by a summary of how local industry is already supporting the education sector.

Software Cornwall 

outreach
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TECgirls aims to inspire the next generation of coders, engineers, video game

designers, app developers, and digital artists in Cornwall. They are happy to visit

schools or provide video talks about the opportunities available within technology,

engineering and the creative sector within Cornwall. They also run fun, interactive

workshops within the classroom setting. These usually include a short talk at the

start to introduce the topic and then a hands-on activity. For example , the Plant

Pioneers project was a series of visits to years 4, 5 and 6 students in Cornwall to mix

engineering, creativity and coding. The sessions are based around the BBC Microbit

and an Adafruit Plant Monitor kit. They encourage the children to think how

technology is used in agriculture and how it can be harnessed to improve crop yields.

The kits when set up by the class working together, can ensure that a house plant is

watered sufficiently, but not too much.

Software Cornwall Education Outreach to schools is all about encouraging students to

try coding. To engage with students, the education outreach takes assemblies and

provide workshops in school. Software Cornwall are also working with Code Club and

STEM Ambassadors to get more Code Clubs running in schools and can provide some

hands-on experience for staff and volunteers and also visits to the clubs once set up.

All this outreach is provided free of charge as Software Cornwall source the funding.

FIRST® LEGO® League introduces science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) to

children ages 4-16 through fun, exciting hands-on learning. Participants gain real-world

problem-solving experience through a guided, global robotics program. Within CIoS,

there are currently 30 schools with the First Lego League Spike Prime kits and 26

teams were entered into the 2021/22 Cargo Connect challenge (an annual tournament

with the Cornwall regional event held at Culdrose.) Funding is available for schools to

gain the initial kit and for the annual registration to the tournament. Teachers, parents

and industry volunteers collaborate to run these clubs within the school setting and

there is support and coordination from the Education Business Partnership team at

Cornwall Council and they also arrange for training and support for new teams.

CSW Group manage the South West Peninsula STEM Ambassador Hub covering Devon

and Cornwall. STEM Ambassadors are volunteers from a wide range of science,

technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) related jobs and disciplines across

the UK. They offer their time and enthusiasm to help bring STEM subjects to life and

demonstrate the value of them in careers for young people aged 5 – 19 in schools and

in the community. This is a FREE resource for schools and activities include

supporting interactive classroom activities, STEM clubs and STEM competitions

offering speed careers networking, careers talks and much more. Within Cornwall,

there are 98 approved STEM Ambassadors (36% female) - 15 of these have

'Computing' as a specialism, a further 66 have maths, engineering and technology as a

specialism.

Software Cornwall, with the help of their members, host and support an annual work

experience project week which sees up to 30 students work for a week as a software

engineering team on a development project alongside industry professionals. The

week is organised so the students can gain real experience in software development

and delivery in a working environment. Software Cornwall shared that Mission to

Mars alumni are now taking up software developer roles in local tech companies.

Education Outreach

Mission to Mars

ATLAS

ATLAS is Arts, technology Lectures and Seminars for Teachers, which is a monthly hang 

out for those interested in seeing and learning about what is happening in the tech 

world from the tech world in Cornwall.  The aim is that If teachers feel confident with 

the tech then their students will benefit too.

The National Centre for Computing Education (NCCE) is funded by the Department for

Education and is run by a consortium of STEM Learning, the Raspberry Pi Foundation

and BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT.

The NCCE is offering free online courses and bursary-supported face-to-face courses

for primary teachers that work in a state-funded school in England. In Cornwall, this

training is delivered through the Cornwall and Plymouth Computing Hub. The Hub can

also deliver sessions in school, or through clusters or MATs

Within CIOS there is already significant collaboration between business and education to inspire and encourage young people into computing subjects and careers.  Some examples are listed here.

Enterprise Advisors

Enterprise Advisors join the dots between business and education and put young 

people’s futures first, by raising their aspirations and making them more informed 

around their future decisions.  There are 4 EAs in the 'Digital' route.
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Igniting a passion for technology, engineering and creativity for 

young girls in Cornwall.  

• Tresorys Kernow Creative Climate Challenge

• Great Green Hack Week

• Videos and guides

• Sandbox magazine

Dojos are relaxed and fun coding clubs.

One public Coder Dojo is run out of Redruth Library (there is 

one other school-based dojo.)

No other public Coder Dojos or Raspberry Pi Foundation code 

clubs were found to be operating in CIoS (though 10 private 

school code clubs were found.)

The Cornwall Tech Jams are the monthly opportunity for 

youngsters to come and learn to code for fun outside the 

classroom.

All the equipment is provided; Raspberry Pi computers, 

Arduinos, Microbits, rovers, electronics and breadboards, 

sensors, cameras and more.

Whereas the previous section, detailed the support inside schools for inspiring and encouraging young people into computing subjects and careers, the following are some examples of activities that happen outside of schools.

Photo: Software Cornwall
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The Network09

Skills provision however is not only achieved in classrooms, in vocational training and on the job, but also through the

informal networks and communities of practice that exist in this supportive, vibrant digital skills eco-system.

Software Cornwall

Software Cornwall , which has been mentioned several times already in this report, is an open and collaborative group of

technology-based businesses, education providers and business support organisations connected to Cornwall, UK. The

community is independent and funded by its members, sponsors and supporters. Software Cornwall provides amongst its

many services, membership of the Software Cornwall Slack network a community social network providing news and

information for members and a forum for discussions and collaboration.

It also offers many opportunities for informal network at its member events.

Agile on the Beach

Agile on the Beach is a conference, based in Falmouth, devoted to delivering an environment for businesses and individuals

at all stages of their digital transformation and Agile journey to thrive, grow and develop. The organisers aim to propagate

innovative Agile methodologies through a community of thought leaders, visionaries and adopters, widening the Agile

bubble and helping businesses and individuals to add meaningful value. The conference attracts attendees and speakers

from all over the globe and includes two full days of talks, learning, workshops, networking and social events. Tracks include

Software Development, Agile for Teams, Agile for Business & Product Management.

Cornwall Digital Meet Up

Whereas both the previous network events are paid for, this meet up group is a free of charge networking group with 960

members. The group is for people in the software, IT and associated digital industries in Cornwall. The main aim is to start

building a stronger community of people working in digital industries in the far Southwest UK. Anyone is free to join

whether their digital activities are their job, business, work, hobby or educational course!

TEC Women

TECwomen CONNECT is a chance for women in Cornwall who work in technology, engineering and creative digital sectors

to get together to network, inspire and support each other.
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Findings & Recommendations10

• Be specific, focused and action based. It has been difficult to engage stakeholders during the study and a factor in this

is could be that the remit was too broad - to discuss 'digital skills' needs broadly when people are already time poor.

When employers did engage, it was found that they want to get more involved in the digital skills eco-system, but they

want to come together to target specific problems and be more action-based.

• Be bolder to solve the problem, rather than chipping away at the edges. Following on from the previous point, is to

think bigger and bolder to focus on underlying root causes to problems identified in the report. Several employers and

a focus group with two DSPs identified that we need hundreds of people at various stages within the talent pipeline,

rather than tens. More needs to be done and on a bigger scale. Cornwall has the fastest growing tech sector in the

South West, so demand for skills will grow also.

• Use data to drive decision making. During the research, it was challenging to find data. Good data is needed, not only

to identify the interventions that have an impact and to drive decisions but also so that people working in early stages

of the talent pipeline can see the results of their efforts. It keeps people in the eco-system motivated and on track.

Some proposed measures are detailed in Appendix 1.

• Be joined up. During the research it was found that there were similar studies and focus groups going on that

overlapped with the remit to some extent and employers were reporting that they wanted to get more involved, but

maybe weren't hooked into what was going on. It is recommended to promote and encourage feedback on the CIoS

digital skills strategy as employers want to be included in the strategic level conversations. It is also recommended to

apply a portfolio and programme management approach for the interventions to deliver on the strategy. Visibility of

programmes across the digital skills eco-system would help this to prevent duplication and publicise projects to

encourage more participation. Employers and colleges also reported they wanted to collaborate more with each other

so closer alignment is 'pushing on an open door'.

CIOS needs more software engineers, developers and programmers

There is a clear and urgent demand for software engineers, developers and programmers, which will continue to grow. This

is backed up by job posting analysis, employer feedback and what organisations representing the digital/tech are

confirming. There are few young people taking computing related subjects at school and college and very few apprentices

on software development pathways within the region. Where young people do study related subjects, employers have fed

back that college and university courses are not preparing young people for the work environment. Collaboration between

employers and education is underway with blended learning programmes to resolve this. Trials of T-levels subjects and

career switch boot camps are underway and whilst employer feedback on T-levels is mixed, there is positive feedback on

demand to attend boot camps and evidence of employers recruiting from the cohort. There is evidence of activities to raise

the profile of technology (and wider STEM) within schools, but this is not widespread across all schools within the region.

There is already activity planned to bolster careers information, advice and guidance for schools. So, whilst there are

already programmes and interventions underway, this needs to be bigger and bolder. To build the talent pool Cornwall

needs, more needs to be done to inspire young people into the sector for the medium- long term outlook as well as

interventions to resolve the immediate issue:

• More outreach work in all schools so there is equal opportunity for all. Target 100% of CIoS schools to have a regular

programme in school that provides a fun, activity-based introduction to how tech is all around us and the diversity of

roles within the sector that also spans creative tech roles. Specifically, campaign for more girls to get involved from an

early age. It is recommended that a task and finish group to be set up to oversee the programme of work needed that

will need to cover funding, logistics, volunteer recruitment, training and a campaign to schools, parents, volunteers and

young people. The programme should also introduce performance measures so progress towards the target can be

tracked. It is noted that funding has recently been secured for a pilot for five schools across the LEP area.

• A focus on apprenticeships. It is recommended that a task and finish group is set up to deep dive on digital route

apprenticeships specific to software development and should include employers, training providers and young people.

It should determine if employers are aware of what is available, whether software development apprenticeships are fit

for purpose and if not understand what needs to change and plan for these changes. When they are fit for purpose, it

should identify a campaign to raise awareness and participation from employers to take on apprentices, training

providers and young people. Parents should also be targeted in the campaign. The largest barrier to taking on

apprentices was found to be time and expertise to spend time with the young people in the workplace so this will need

to be addressed.

• Some employers are collaborating with colleges for the development of blending training courses which also help

provide skills relevant to the workplace. It is recommended that more is done to bring employers and

General findings & recommendations

The research started with a broad remit of looking at 'digital skills' needs across CIoS. This research has dived into the detail and the

report provides a summary of specific issues within the digital skills ecosystem and highlights that currently there is an imbalance

between skills needed and availability within the talent pool. However, this isn't new news. Stakeholders feel that there has been

awareness of these issues for some time and interventions to date are having pockets of success but the underlying imbalance in the

skills ecosystem still exists - and it is getting wider. To get in front of the major issues, the following general recommendations are made

that are then built upon across the remainder of the recommendations section.
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Findings & Recommendations10

• More needs to be done to promote digital/tech careers to young people. It is noted that there are plans to focus on

creation of resources and delivery, but it is recommended to include experienced software engineers, developers and

programmers in the creation of these. The national careers service advice is one input but doesn't go far enough to

explain the ways in which people take nontraditional routes into these careers. Young people also need engaging

content using channels applicable to them and to see and hear from people like them. It was reported that getting into

IT careers appears to be a mystery to most young people and their parents and more needs to be done to make this

accessible to all.

• To address the immediate skill shortage, the use of boot camps to target career switchers has been a popular strategy

on a national level. There are two known boot camps or academies within Cornwall that have been found and demand

from individuals has been high. There are many other free options available. However, as these programmes typically

take 16 weeks so are out of reach for many. Consideration is needed as to how people can be supported financially in

order to encourage participation and to ensure a diverse workforce in the future. This assessment could be picked up

by the two local suppliers of bootcamps in the region. In addition to this, Code First Girls is a national programme

offering free nano-degrees to women if they have employer sponsorship. This could be something that local employers

are made aware of and encourage trialing the programme.

curriculum development professionals together and that more blended learning modules are co-created with different

employers across the region. This is good for ensuring latest industry developments are in the curriculum, helps young

people learn employability skills and gives employers a role in the eco-system to ensure relevant skill development and

networking with the potential future workforce.

Digital/tech roles are more varied than just software

There is good representation of CreaTech and software related roles and skills within CIoS. However, there are a few large

employers of an IT workforce within CIoS who are not represented to the same degree. Some in this group were keen to

vocalise that local digital/tech jobs are more varied than just software development.

• These and other similar organisations may find it beneficial to collaborate more, particularly around topics they share

such as digital transformation skills, cyber security skills, MS Dynamics and low code skills as well as developing digital

leadership skills. The CIoS DSP may feel they have a role in bringing these organisations closer together to collaborate

on resolving specific skills shortages in these areas.

• One of the colleges reported wanting to consider its non software/computer science provision, so greater collaboration

between this cluster of organisations and local colleges may also be beneficial. These employers also discussed wanting

to work more closely with local colleges. Again, the DSP may want to support with networking and introductions.

A diverse CIoS digital/tech workforce

• None of the employers engaged in the research had signed up to the Tech Talent Charter and only a couple knew what

this was about. The DSP could run a campaign to raise visibility of this and encourage signatures from CIoS employers.

This would help to create a more diverse digital/tech workforce within CIoS.

Data readily available to all that need it

• It is recommended that the approach to labour market insights for digital/tech jobs is reviewed. It was found that the

Burning Glass data was of low quality for our purposes and did not automatically include roles posted just on LinkedIn.

As part of this research, the LinkedIn data science team were contacted, and they can provide job posting data at a CIoS

level based on job location. We were unable to access the data as an isolated request, but given the team are eager to

open their data for use in determining policy, the DCMS acting on behalf of all DSPs in the network may be able to

unlock the provision of data for the benefit of all.

• As a longer-term solution, the DSP may wish to consider a job portal for all CIoS digital/tech jobs to be advertised.

With some data analysis techniques, the job postings data could be analysed to surface up the skills demanded and

salary data from local postings. The Software Cornwall jobs board is the closest to this but is limited to members

advertising their roles (which are predominately tech organisations and tech roles.) The Software Cornwall jobs board

might be a good place to start this type of analysis and would make a good project for a college/university assignment,

apprenticeship project or T-level placement!

• Other data such as uptake in education settings, code clubs, STEM ambassadors to include a few should also be put in

one place for stakeholders in the digital skills eco-system to access them. This could help prevent duplication of several

organisations asking for the same data and contacting employers via surveys and focus groups.
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Findings & Recommendations10

The wider system

• The CIoS DSP is also one of eight DSPs so there could be value in more collaboration across the network. All DSPs have

limited time and funds so there could be an opportunity to have different DSPs to lead on a particular topic, especially

where the topic is not specific to a region. E.g., programme development for crafting job advertisements to be more

inclusive.

• The South West Institute of Technology is also another potential option for sharing the workload across stakeholders in

the wider system. Their goals are very closely aligned to and even overlap with that of the DSPs.

Workforce Planning

As part of the study, employers were asked whether they undertook workforce planning that is linked to their organisation's

strategy and whether they scanned for emerging technologies to inform their strategy. Based on their responses, there

could therefore be potential to support local organisations with workforce planning and emerging tech scanning. Is

employers are involved in a masterclass on workforce planning it could contribute to DSP goals around diversity and

inclusion of the workforce. Also, employers that are considering their workforce and skills may be more likely to engage in

digital skills eco-system, including offering industry placements to grow talent.

Confident teachers and embedding tech across the curriculum

• It was found that the digital/tech curriculum is largely the role of the 'IT Lead'. There are lots of resources and support

for teachers to upskill and embed tech across the wider curriculum, but teachers are feeding back that they still lack

confidence. Time is a large factor in this. It is recommended that a task and finish group is set up to understand if the

current offering and promotion of its existence is fit for purpose and then for the group to implement any changes.

• Lack of resources was also found to be an issue. Local libraries do offer some resources that can be checked out. The

task and finish group set up to work on building teacher's confidence could also include the potential for a STEM library

for schools in CIoS.

• These comments apply to teaching staff at all levels and settings and recognises that advanced digital skills apply to

lifelong learning and are not restricted to those teaching to school age children.

A focus on data

During the time this study took place a focus group on data skills was run (though not as part of this study). What was clear

from this session is that there is an awareness of a growing need for data skills as data is an integral part of many jobs (not

just specialist data job family roles) and a requirement in all sectors. Also evident was that there is confusion and lack of

information about data jobs that are available in CIoS and the skills needed for these.

• Whilst this study included the data analyst role to an extent, it is recommended that there is short introduction course

developed to help employers and potential workers understand basic data literacy, the potential benefits from data

insights for an organisation, and to understand the opportunity and skills needed in CIoS. The local data strategy is

currently very space centric.
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For this study, we use the DCMS (Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport)

definition of Digital Sector which is based upon the sector industry classification (SIC)

2007 codes.

Digital/Tech Sector SIC codes

The core business dataset to describe the CIOS Digital/Tech sector was produced by

combining data from Companies House, Beauhurst and Cornwall Council (as at March

2022), it has been possible to create a business directory of all organisations

incorporated in CIOS and specifying one of the 36 SIC codes in scope of the definition

of Digital/Tech sector for CIOS. Organisations can select up to 4 SIC codes, but none of

the 36 codes were specified as a 2nd, 3rd or 4th SIC code, so as a result only the first

SIC code was used. There was limited data within the core business dataset on size of

organisation (number of employees), so we needed to combine this with data

available from Cornwall Council and make assumptions on company size by analysing

the organisation’s account type. There are limitations on the core business dataset

due to missing data in submissions from companies and also because the nature of

annual account returns means the data within is always at least nine months out of

date. It should also be noted that the statistics may not be consistent with other

recent studies, for example Tech Nation and Tech South West which rely on use of

official Office of National Statistics Annual Population Survey and Annual Business

Surveys to provide estimates on employment, turnover, and digital tech GVA at local

levels. This may be considered for future studies if relevant to the scope and if more

time allows.

The core digital/tech sector jobs data set

The labour market data is sourced via the Nomis service, itself provided by the Office

for National Statistics, ONS. It offers free access to detailed UK labour market statistics

from official sources.

The service offers a user interface enabling self-serve across a range of labour force

data, allowing dynamic filter, extraction, further local analysis and ultimately

presentation.

The core business data set

Job Postings

The Burning Glass dataset that was used during the study contains details of

online job postings for Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP area, over the last 3 full

years 2019-2021. Data covered job location (using cities), job titles, role,

occupation (coded as a SOC code and using Burning Glass’s own detailed

occupation classification which was more in line with the DDAT roles), advertiser,

minimum qualification and subject area (only available for a minimal subset of

the data) and salary. We defined the job posting criteria that were in a Burning

Glass occupational code as these were more detailed and better aligned to the

DDAT capability framework than using the SOC codes.

We ruled out searching by job title as it was found that there was so much

variation of job titles within a job family.

Once we found the Burning Glass occupation codes relevant to the digital/tech

skills study that had the highest volume of job postings within CIOS, these were

then analysed at a detailed level. It was found that the Burning Glass algorithm

for assigning a job posting to a Burning Glass Occupation code was not reliable,

so then had to undertake a time-consuming task of removing job posts from the

data set using exclusion by job title. This was the best way to ensure that any

conclusions that could be made from analysing the job title, skills, location and

salary data would not be skewed by irrelevant job postings.

Data on employers that are actively recruiting was also supplemented by

searches of the Software Cornwall jobs board and LinkedIn.

There may be more than one posting per unique vacancy:

• The same organisation posts the same job after not being successful the

first time

• The same organisation posts the same job in different locations to maximise

catchment

• Several organisations (agencies) are posting the job ad

• Though equally there was evidence of a single posting with multiple

vacancies available

Some postings are not for jobs based solely in CIOS:

• The organisation posts a remote job with a CIOS location to maximise

catchment

Caution on job posting data
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HESA Student data is collected for all students registered at a reporting higher 
education (HE) provider who follow courses that lead to the award of a qualification(s) 
or HE provider credit. HESA student data is collected from HE providers in all nations 
of the United Kingdom.  The reporting period for the HESA Student record is 1 August 
to 31 July. .  The published data only specifies results for the South West, so a bespoke
data set was sourced to include HE students domiciled in CIoS and students domiciled 
outside of CIoS, but studying within CIoS.  The data provided was for the academic 
years 2018/19 – 2020/21.

The standard registration population has been derived from the HESA Student record,
from all registered higher education and further education student instances active at
a reporting HE provider in the reporting period 1 August to 31 July and following
courses that lead to the award of a qualification or HE provider credit.
The population splits the student experience into years of study. The first year is 
deemed to start on the commencement date of the student instance, with second and 
subsequent years starting on, or near, the anniversary of that date. Student instances 
are counted once for each year of study.  Therefore the data is not a count of starts, 
but rather, the number of student instances in a given year. 

CAH-11 codes were used to define a computing related course.

Higher Education Student Records

Graduate Outcomes is a national survey, now in its second year of publication, of
students completing courses of higher education (HE). It is conducted across the UK
and seeks to survey the entire graduate population. It is the largest annual social
survey in the country and is run by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) – a
producer of official statistics.

The Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) collects information about the activities
and perspectives of graduates approximately 15 months after they complete their HE
studies. The published data only specifies results for the South West, so a bespoke
data set was sourced to include graduates domiciled in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly.
The data provided was based on the latest graduate outcome survey, for 2018/19
graduates.

The main limitation of the data set is that the data is collected by means of a survey
and HESA have reported a 53.6% full response rate for UK domiciled full time course
graduates. It is unknown what the full response rate is for CIoS domiciled graduates,
but we know that the data set includes 3,006 full responses and 198 partially
completed responses. Despite the limitation, it does provide useful insight to the
outcomes of CIoS domiciled graduates and what they go on to do after graduation.

Graduate Outcomes Data set
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Apprenticeship aims. When an individual is working 

towards their apprenticeship. A count of aims therefore, is a 

count of learners currently on an apprenticeship.

Apprenticeship completion. When an individual successfully 

completes their apprenticeship.

Apprenticeship start. When an individual starts an 

apprenticeship.

CIoS. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly

CreaTech . The interface of tech and creative industries which 

captures both the transformation of the creative industries by 

technology, and the co-creation of new tech products and 

services for creative outputs, processes, products and 

services. (Source: Creative Industries Council)

Digital Skills. These skills can be described as basic (skills 

everyone needs to participate in a digital world), general 

(skills needed for all job roles across the economy) and 

advanced and specialist (skills needed for specialist 

digital/tech jobs.) (Source: Skills Funding Agency) The latter 

are within the scope of this study. Skills at this level are the 

professional skills relevant to an individual's role which are 

the application of knowledge in the workplace. (Source: SFIA) 

Digital/Tech sector. Organisations operating in 4-digit 

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes as determined 

by DCMS.

Digital/Tech sector jobs. All jobs in the digital/tech sector 

organisations.

Digital/Tech jobs or digital/tech workforce. All jobs that are 

aligned to the 4-digit Standard Occupation Classification 2010 

(SOC) codes for Digital and CreaTech as determined by DCMS. 

Digital/Tech economy. All jobs in the digital/tech sector 

organisations plus all digital/tech jobs in organisations that 

are not classed as being digital/tech sector.

Tech sector. Organisations operating in 2-digit Standard 

Industrial Classification (SIC) code 62. (Source: Tech South 

West

Digital /Tech skills ecosystem. Encompasses all stakeholders 

that are involved with supporting the development of the 

digital/tech workforce talent pool. This includes businesses, 

education providers, training providers, volunteers, careers 

IAG providers, accelerators and mentors. 

DSP. Digital Skills Partnership

SIC code. It is a code that is used by government bodies (such 

as Companies House and the Office for National Statistics) to 

systematically identify and categorise the principal business 

activities of companies operating in the UK. When a new 

company is registered at Companies House, it is at that point 

that at least one code is provided to describe what the 

business does. Up to 4 SIC codes can be chosen if need be. 

This must be confirmed or updated each year.

SOC code. The Standard Occupational Classification is a 

common classification of occupational information in the UK. 

Since it is a common form of classifying paid jobs in the UK, 

many organisations use SOC code when categorising their 

data making it possible to search for things like job postings, 

salary data and graduate outcomes which are all relevant to 

this study.

Core employability skills. Defined here as the 8 core 

employability skills as part of the skills builder universal 

framework. (Source: The Skills Builder Partnership)
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Level 2 Level 3 Level 4/5 Level 6+Age 4-16

• % CIOS Schools/colleges offering TEC subjects

• % uptake of TEC subjects

• Uptake ratio boys: girls

Department for Education (link)

• Number of CIOS orgs with placements

• Number of TEC work experience matches

• Mission to Mars places

Cornwall Council BEP, Software Cornwall

• % of CIoS schools with regular  TEC activity

• Ratio boys: girls

• Embedding tech into curriculum

• Access to resources

• School time vs extra curriculum time

• Staff skills and confidence

• Teacher CPD/attendence at training events

Annual School Survey, Software Cornwall (ATLAS)

Annual School Survey, Cornwall Council BEP, 

public data on code clubs and dojos, CSW

• Number of STEM Ambassadors in CIOS

• Activity levels of STEM Ambassadors

• Interventions within CIOS schools by type

CSW

• Number of public events by type

• Perception of tech/digital before & after

Delivery partners, DSP

• Careers IAG

• Work experience opportunity

• % people domiciled in CIOS taking tech jobs; 

ratio boys:girls

• By HE institution, by job type, by job locaiotn

Graduate Outcomes Survey 

• % people domiciled in CIOS taking tech 

subjects in HE; ratio boys: girls

• By subject type, by HE location

• Introduction of new courses

• % people domiciled in CIOS taking tech 

subjects in HE; ratio boys: girls

• By subject type, by HE location

• % of CIOS apprentices on a digital route

• Ratio boys: girls

• % CIOS Schools/colleges with TEC subjects

• % uptake of TEC subjects

• Uptake ratio boys: girls

Department for Education (link)

Department for Education (link)

Department for Education (link) Department for Education (link) Department for Education (link)

HESA link

• % CIOS Schools/colleges with TEC subjects

• % uptake of TEC subjects

• Uptake ratio boys: girls

• % of CIOS apprentices on a digital route

• Ratio boys: girls

• % of CIOS apprentices on a digital route

• Ratio boys: girls
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General Details

• What is the name of your organisation?

• Briefly, what is your organisation's main line of business? 

• How many full-time equivalent staff (not contractors) does your organisation

currently employ including working directors, managers and homeworkers?

• Which best describes your role within the organisation?

• Would you consider that your organisation identifies as being part of the 

Tech/Digital sector within Cornwall and Isles of Scilly?

• Would you consider that your organisation identifies as being part of the Creative 

sector, TechCreative and/or DigitalCreative sector within Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly?

• Do you consider your organisation to be part of any of these Tech/digital sub-

sectors? Select all those that apply. 

• Does your organisation employ individuals in digital, data and technology 

occupations within Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly? 

• Which digital, data and technology roles do you have in your organisation that are 

based in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly? Select all the role family/role 

combinations that exist within your organisation regardless of the level (i.e.

senior, principal, head of). You can select 'Other' and use free text instead of 

selecting from the list if you prefer. 

• What percentage of your digital, data and technology workforce are based in 

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly?

• How many people are employed by your organisation in digital, data and 

technology roles (excluding contractors)?

Workforce Planning

• Does your organisation and/or department undertake workforce planning that is 

linked to the organisation’s strategy and/or digital, data and technology strategy?

• Does your organisation regularly scan for emerging technologies to inform its 

business strategy and/or digital, data and technology strategy?

• What will be the significant technologies to disrupt your business within the next 

5 years?

• Thinking about your digital, data and technology workforce and your knowledge 

of the organisation’s strategy, what are the main digital skill shortages you have 

right now? 

• Thinking about your digital, data and technology workforce and your knowledge 

of the organisation’s strategy, what are the main digital skill shortages that you 

anticipate over the next 2-5 years?

• Which of the following options best describes any digital skill shortage that you 

currently have:

• Does your organisation consider upskilling/cross skilling to address digital skill 

shortages? If so, provide details on what has worked well and any limitations you 

have experienced to this being a successful way to closing the skills gap. 

• Thinking about your digital, data and technology workforce, do you have any 

particular skill areas that you struggle to find the right training for? 

• When defining your role profiles (and job adverts), do you conform to any 

professional standards for roles, responsibilities, duties, and skills? E.g. DDAT, 

SFIA

• When defining your role profiles, which professional standards do you conform 

to? E.g. DDAT, SFIA

• How do you determine salaries or salary bands for your digital, data and 

technology roles?

• How do your salaries for your digital, data and technology roles compare with the 

national average?

• Is your organisation signed up to the Tech Talent Charter that exists to drive 

inclusion and diversity in technology roles?

• Does your organisation regularly consider the employee composition for those in 

digital, data and technology roles (including gender, age, ethnic group) as part of 

its workforce planning?

• What are the concerns, that you wish to address, if any, regarding your employee 

composition for those in digital, data and technology roles? Select all those that 

apply and add any others. 

Recruitment

• Over the past 12 months have you recruited or attempted to recruit any new 

members of staff into digital, data and/or technical occupations/roles (excl. 

apprenticeships)?

• Which digital, data and/or technology roles have you needed to fill within the 

past 12 months? List them all.

• What are the main reasons for needing to recruit into these roles?

• When recruiting, how and where do you typically advertise your digital, data and 

technology vacancies? Pick all those that apply.

• When advertising your digital, data and technology vacancies, typically how wide 

is your geographical reach for candidates?

• Have you found recruitment of one or more digital, data and technology roles to 

be relatively easy?

• Which digital, data and technology roles were relatively easy to recruit? 

• What were the factors that were significant in the success of the recruitment? 

Select all that apply

• Have you found the recruitment of one or more digital, data and technology roles 

to be particularly challenging?

• Which digital, data and technology roles were particularly challenging to recruit?

• What do you think are the main reasons why these vacancies have been hard to 

fill? Select all that apply

• Please provide any additional information about these recruitment difficulties, 

the issues they have caused and their impact.

• Where digital, data and technology roles have been successfully filled, please 

provide more details about successful candidate's location of residence. 

• Where digital, data and technology roles have been successfully filled, please 

provide more details about successful candidate's level of work experience. 
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Apprenticeships 

• Within the last 24 months, have you had anyone within your organisation working 

towards or completing a digital, data or technical apprenticeship? 

• Did you recruit the individual(s) into an apprenticeship position or positions? I.e., 

the apprentice is new to the organisation or occupation and is/was occupying a 

fixed term apprenticeship position. 

• Which apprenticeship (level and occupational standard) is the apprentice signed 

up to? Please note, how many apprentices on each type of apprenticeship if there 

is more than one. E.g. 1 x L3 Cyber Security Technician

• What has been your experience of taking on an apprentice or apprentices and 

what would be your advice to other organisations considering taking on an 

apprentice?

• Did you go on to appoint any apprentices into permanent positions within your 

organisation? 

• Do you have any permanent employees (not on an apprenticeship contract) that 

are signed up to an apprenticeship programme of study?

• Which apprenticeship (level and occupational standard) is the employee signed 

up to? Please note, how many apprentices on each type of apprenticeship if there 

is more than one. E.g. 1 x L3 Cyber Security Technician. 

• What has been your experience of permanent staff/existing staff working on an 

apprenticeship programme?

Supporting young people

• Are you planning to take on one or more (new) apprentices in the near future (i.e.

next 12 months)?

• What are the main reasons or factors preventing you from taking on an 

apprentice or from taking on more apprentices?

• Does your organisation offer support to young people interested in digital, data 

and technology careers? Select all those that apply. 

Staff retention

• Over the last 12 months, what has been your experience with retention of staff in 

digital, data and technology occupations?

• Within the last 12 months, have you experienced employees in digital, data and 

technology roles leaving your organisation of their own accord? 

• Which roles have staff exited and at what level of seniority/experience?

• What have been the main reasons for these staff leaving your organisation?

Commissioning and outsourcing

• What digital, data and technology services do you outsource, if any?

• What are the main reasons for your organisation outsourcing these?

• Are there any areas that you outsource that you would ideally like to bring in-

house if there were sufficient supply of skills in the labour market? If so, please 

provide details. 

Digital Transformation

• Is your organisation currently undergoing or is about to undergo digital 

transformation?

• The following skills are defined by SFIA (Skills for the Information Age) as being 

required for successful digital transformation. Please indicate your organisation’s

skill level in these areas.

• If your organisation is experiencing any skill set shortage in relation to undergoing 

digital transformation, please write these in here, if you wish. 

Shaping the Digital/Tech eco-system in CIOS

• In the past 18 months have you been approached by colleges, skills providers or 

other agencies to discuss your digital skills needs?

• What type of contact has been made within the past 18 months. Select all those 

that apply. 

• As an employer, do you feel that you have appropriate involvement in shaping 

the digital, data and technology skills development agenda within CIOS at every 

level of education and training? Provide further details on what works well or is 

lacking. 

Recognition and awards

• Do you celebrate the digital, data and technology skills and talent within your 

organisation by submitting entries into local and/or national awards? 
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